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Abstract

Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) is a technology that uses multi-
ple antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver to be able to enhance
the spectral efficiency. This technology gained a high popularity among re-
searchers, which shows off in the high number of publications on the area.
There are however some drawbacks when it comes to how many anten-
nas may be put inside a small volume, when it is required that each ad-
ditional antenna should give a substantial increase in the obtained spectral
efficiency. This dissertation considers an alternative approach for achieving
higher capacities.

Part I of the thesis explores the concept of a virtually fast rotating direc-
tional receive antenna, which rotates once or several times during a symbol
interval. The antenna rotation is obtained by using a single active antenna
element and multiple parasitic elements. This concept has some similarities
with MIMO technology, but also many differences. The rotating antenna
consists of multiple antennas which also MIMO receivers do. In addition,
the antenna rotation results in spatial multiplexing, which is also obtained
by MIMO receivers. It is shown in the thesis that the rotating receiver an-
tenna provides a much higher capacity than a single receiver antenna. But
at the same time, it looses in terms of capacity performance when compar-
ing with multiple antennas that occupy the same volume as the rotating
antenna.

Part II of the thesis considers a novel compact transmitter that consists
of a single active antenna element and multiple parasitic elements. The par-
asitic elements are used for creating directive antenna patterns. The direc-
tive antenna patterns are not used for achieving high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at the receiver as in beamforming, but rather the choice of antenna
pattern itself represents information. The transmitter encodes information
both by the choice of antenna pattern (chooses possibly a different antenna
pattern on each symbol interval) and the choice of symbol to be transmitted
with the antenna pattern. The spectral efficiency obtained by this scheme
is demonstrated to be comparable to the performance of widely spaced an-
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ABSTRACT

tennas.
The similarity between Part I and I I of the thesis is that in both cases

a single active antenna element and multiple parasitic elements are con-
sidered. In addition, the parasitic elements are used for creating antenna
patterns, which means that the mutual coupling between the antenna ele-
ments is taken advantage of.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless communication has become important in most peoples lives in
one way or another. Cellular phones are perhaps the best example of a
technology that many people have become dependent on. But also for
industrial usage it seems that wireless communication has become more
and more dominant. However, wireless communication has a disadvan-
tage compared to wired communication when it comes to the channel itself
through which information is transmitted. The wireless channel usually
suffers due to fading and shadowing, and in addition only a limited fre-
quency bandwidth is in most cases available. These three factors used to
mean that only low bit rates were achievable.

In the 90’s a new technology was discovered that enabled higher bi-
trates on the wireless channel than before. Telatar [1999]; Foschini and
Gans [1998] proposed Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) which is a
technology that uses multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver
side. These large capacity gains, promised by MIMO systems, satisfy the
demands of many applications. But there are some drawbacks with MIMO
that prevent it from being widely implemented in small mobile terminals.
The higher bitrate comes at the expense of both larger space requirements
since multiple antennas are utilized, and higher costs since multiple RF-
frontends are required. These drawbacks became the motivation behind
this thesis, and the goal was to construct and analyze an antenna system
which is both compact and cheap, which at the same time offers some of
the capacity achievements of regular MIMO systems.

Since this thesis seeks to overcome some of the drawbacks of MIMO,
a brief introduction on the research on MIMO is in place. Telatar [1999];
Foschini and Gans [1998] showed that the capacity scales linearly with the
minimum number of receive and transmit antennas when the channel co-
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1. INTRODUCTION

efficients are independent identically distributed (i.i.d) complex Gaussian
random variables. This assumption about the channel coefficients may not
hold in a practical scenario due to various reasons. Shiu, Foschini, Gans,
and Kahn [2000] claim that putting too many antennas inside a small termi-
nal leads to high spatial correlation due to spatial oversampling. However,
there are other effects as well, which come into play when antennas are
closely spaced. Mutual coupling, which is the electromagnetic interaction
between the antennas, become more dominant for small antenna spacings.
There have been some conflicting views on the consequence of mutual cou-
pling. Some have claimed that mutual coupling leads to higher capacity
while others claim the opposite. Svantesson and Ranheim [2001]; Chiurtu,
Rimoldi, Telatar, and Pauli [2003]; Andersen and Lau [2006] showed that
mutual coupling may decorrelate the signals at the antenna connectors in
some cases, and therefore Svantesson and Ranheim [2001] conclude that
a higher capacity can be achieved than first expected. Janaswamy [2002]
considers putting an increasing number of antenna elements within a fixed
length array. He concludes that by including the effect of the mutual cou-
pling the capacity increases slightly by putting 7 or less antenna elements
within an fixed array length of 5λ (λ is the carrier wave-length). The ca-
pacity is believed to increase because of the decorrelating effect of mutual
coupling. But for a higher number of antenna elements within the fixed
array length, the capacity is shown to drop because of a reduced signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) which is caused by mutual coupling.

The effect of mutual coupling between the antennas can be most easily
be seen by considering two dipole antennas that are closely spaced. Fig.
1.1 shows the element antenna pattern for a dipole antenna when its neigh-
bour antenna is placed at a distance λ/16 apart from it. Because of the
mutual coupling the antenna pattern is not completely omni-directional
anymore. The antenna pattern has a slightly larger directivity towards
180 degrees in the azimuth plane, whereas the element antenna pattern
for the second antenna has a larger directivity towards 0 degrees. This re-
sults in a decoupling effect of the received signals, and the signals become
less correlated than predicted by Jakes model (Jakes [1974]). Jakes model,
which uses the zeroth order Bessel function to describe the antenna corre-
lation, was widely used in the first publications on MIMO. The model is
only accurate for a rich scattering scenario, where the multipath arrivals
are uniformly distributed in angle, and for widely spaced antennas (since
mutual coupling is neglected). An additional effect of mutual coupling is
that it changes the antenna impedance, which may lead to impedance mis-
match if no matching network is used. Several authors, Kildal and Rosen-
gren [2003]; Wallace and Jensen [2004b]; Kildal and Rosengren [2004]; Wal-
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lace and Jensen [2004a]; Morris and Jensen [2005], have considered this ef-
fect. The effect of impedance mismatch at the receiver is that not all of the
available power is absorbed by the receiver termination. Impedance mis-
match is especially deleterious when the dominant signal impairment is
receiver/amplifier noise. Impedance mismatch yields lower received sig-
nal power and therefore reduces receiver SNR. From (Wallace and Jensen
[2004a]) it is clear that the antenna impedance matching network also has
an impact on the correlation of the received signals. It is stated in the paper
by Wallace and Jensen [2004a] that with the optimal antenna impedance
match the radiation patterns for two closely spaced dipole antennas be-
come orthogonal over [0, 2π] in the azimuth plane.
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FIGURE 1.1: Antenna pattern for an active antenna element when a neigh-
bour antenna element is placed at a distance λ/16 away from it. Both an-
tenna elements are terminated with 50 Ω.

There are other authors that, instead of focusing on mutual coupling,
have described the number of degrees of freedom of the electromagnetic
field. Poon, Brodersen, and Tse [2005]; Poon, Tse, and Brodersen [2006]
have expressed the degrees of freedom by the wavevector-aperture prod-
uct, A|Ω|. The symbol A represents the effective aperture which relates
to the geometrical size of the transmitter/receiver, and |Ω| is the angular
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1. INTRODUCTION

spread of the scatterers. In a similar way, Pollock, Williams, and Abhaya-
pala [2005] express the number of significant eigenvalues of the correlation
matrix of a uniform circular array in a two dimensional isotropic diffuse
field as dπer/λe, with r being the radius of the antenna array. This expres-
sion indicates that there is no point in using a higher number of antenna
elements than the number of significant eigenvalues of the correlation ma-
trix. Migliore [2006] relates in a slightly different way the effective number
of degrees of freedom of the field on a given observation curve, surface or
volume to the number of (spatial) Nyquist intervals the observation curve
encompasses. The number of singular values of the electromagnetic field
and their relative strengths then give the possibilities for finding capacity
expressions. However these capacity expressions are only approximations.
Different results may be obtained when the measurement devices (anten-
nas) are included. The antennas themselves, simply by being conductive
material, affect the electromagnetic field.

The goal of this thesis is to investigate a compact and cost-effective an-
tenna solution that offers spectral efficiencies comparable to what is obtain-
able with regular MIMO systems. The thesis is divided into two parts.

Part I explores a concept for a MIMO receiver which is quite different
from previous research on MIMO. Instead of sampling values of the elec-
tromagnetic field with antennas at discrete spatial points, it is proposed
to over-sample values of the field at the same physical location. A time-
variant receiver is suggested which makes sure that the antenna pattern is
time varying during a symbol period. More specificially, a directive an-
tenna pattern is created which is rotated once or several times during a
symbol period. It will be shown that spatial multiplexing can be converted
into frequency multiplexing. As a result of this, different sub-channels are
created in the frequency domain. These sub-channels have the same effect
as multiple receive antennas in traditional MIMO systems.

Part II investigates a new concept for a transmitter which was first pro-
posed by Kalis and Carras [2005]; Kalis, Kanatas, Carras, and Constan-
tinides [2006]. Instead of changing the antenna pattern during the symbol
period, as the receiver does, a different antenna pattern may be chosen on
each symbol period. The idea behind this transmission scheme is that not
only the symbol transmitted with a certain antenna pattern but also the
choice of antenna pattern represents information to the receiver.

It should be noted that even though this dissertation only considers
dipole antenna elements, the results presented here may easily be extended
to other antenna structures, such as for example patch antennas (Ngam-
janyaporn and Krairiksh [2002]).

The focus of this thesis is on a mobile unit, and hence when the down-
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link and uplink is spoken of, it refers to the view point of the mobile unit.
Downlink refers then to the transmission from the basestation to the mobile
unit, and the uplink refers to transmission in the opposite direction.

The implementation of the two schemes presented in Part I and II is
realized by the usage of parasitic antenna elements and hence the title of
the thesis.

1.1 Related work

There are some papers by other researchers as well, that are relevant for
this thesis and therefore should be mentioned. Wennstrom and Svantesson
[2001] considered using parasitic elements at the receiver for over-sampling
the electromagnetic field at various angular directions within a symbol pe-
riod, which is the same as the idea that is presented in Part I of the thesis.
This paper was unknown to us before starting the work presented here. It
seems that the authors of the mentioned paper only discovered the basic
idea, i.e. oversampling the electromagnetic field within a symbol period.
It does not seem that they have recognized the bandwidth expansion and
the increased adjacent channel interference. These two effects, which will
be presented in Part I, are some of the consequences of over-sampling the
field within a symbol period.

A second paper, (Migliore, Pinchera, and Schettino [2006]), also uses
parasitic elements, but the results are less related to the work in this the-
sis than the paper mentioned above. The authors consider multiple active
antenna elements and multiple parasitic elements. The parasitic elements
are used for improving the antenna patterns of the active elements for each
channel realization, in order to maximize the MIMO capacity. The disad-
vantage of their approach, is that it requires that the channel is estimated
several times, since each new configuration of the parasitic elements results
in a different channel for the active antenna elements.

1.2 Outline of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2: The basic concept of the rotating receive antenna is ex-
plained. It is shown how parasitic antenna elements may be used
to create a directive antenna pattern which may be rotated once or
several times within the duration of a symbol period. The capacity of
this scheme is evaluated by simulations. Numerical results show that
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this receiver structure achieves a higher capacity than a single receive
antennna.

• Chapter 3: This chapter deals with signal power, noise power and
sampling issues. The antenna pattern rotation leads to an expanded
frequency bandwidth of the received signal. The effect of the band-
width expansion on the received signal and noise power is investi-
gated. The reduction in capacity because of increased adjacent chan-
nel intereference, which is a consequence of the antenna pattern ro-
tation, is also evaluated by simulations. Equations that describe the
discrete rotation of the antenna pattern, instead of continuous rota-
tion, are presented.

• Chapter 4: A brief discussion on the antenna efficiency, broadband
properties of the antenna, and transient effects of the antenna pattern
rotation follows. These issues are connected to a practical implemen-
tation of the antenna, and due to time limitation and interests the
emphasis of the thesis is not put on these themes.

• Chapter 5: The capacity of the rotating antenna is compared with the
capacity obtained by using multiple active antenna elements. Previ-
ous chapters have only compared the capacity of the rotating antenna
with a single omni-directional receive antenna.

• Chapter 6: An introductory chapter to the second part of the thesis.
Results done by other researchers on this field are briefly mentioned.
Chapters 2-5 consider the downlink capacity, whereas Chapters 6 and
7 consider the uplink spectral efficiency.

• Chapter 7: The spectral efficiency of a novel compact transmitter, that
codes information by both the choice of antenna pattern and by the
choice of symbol to be transmitted with the antenna pattern, is eval-
uated.

• Chapter 8: Gives concluding remarks and suggestions for further re-
search.

• Appendix A: Derives an expression for the radiated power from a two
element antenna array.

• Appendix B: Gives the proof of the concavity of equation (3.56) with
respect to τ.
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Parasitic Elements for
Implementing the Receiver
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Chapter 2

Rotating receive antenna-Basic
concept and practical
implementation

This chapter deals with both the theoretical aspects of a rotating receive
antenna and the practical realization of such an antenna. In Section 2.1
the concept of a rotating receiver antenna is explained. This new concept
presents an alternative to MIMO for achieving increased spectral efficien-
cies. It becomes obvious that a direct implementation of the rotating an-
tenna is not possible. Therefore an approximate realization of the rotating
antenna is searched for in Section 2.2. It is shown that in order to obtain
high spectral efficiencies it is necessary for the antenna pattern to satisfy
certain properties. In Section 2.3 a more advanced practical implementa-
tion of the rotating antenna, that achieves patterns with higher directivity
than Section 2.2, is presented. The capacities of all the proposed practical
implementations are finally analyzed in Section 2.4.

Parts of the material in this chapter are presented in (Müller, Bains, and
Aas [2005]; Bains and Müller [2006a, c]).

2.1 Rotating antenna

Imagine a directive receiver antenna that rotates 360◦around periodically.
A directive antenna means that signals coming from different angular di-
rections are weighted differently. Since the antenna is rotating periodically
it means that a signal from a certain angular direction is given a different
weight by the antenna as time moves on. A pictorial description of the an-
tenna pattern rotation is shown in Fig. 2.1. In the analysis of this thesis a
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geometrical channel model is assumed. Scatterers are distributed at ran-
dom positions within a two dimensional plane. This choice is justified by
the fact that most of the energy received by the antenna is localized over
the azimuth directions (Correia [2001]). Consider P different signals that
approach the antenna. Let sp(t) denote a signal heading towards the an-
tenna from azimuth angle φp. Assume that the incoming signal sp(t) is
weighted according to the antenna pattern function a(φp).

FIGURE 2.1: Rotating antenna pattern. The direction of the antenna beam
is shown for t = kT, kT + T/4, kT + 2T/4, kT + 3T/4. For each of the
antenna beam directions the incoming signals s1(t), s2(t), s3(t) are weighted
in a different way.

Consider now that the antenna rotates with an angular speed ω rad/s,
thus r(t) which is the received signal can then be described by

r(t) =
P

∑
p=1

a(ωt + φp)sp(t). (2.1)

The antenna pattern function a(ωt + φ) is now time-dependent because of
the rotation.

We need a certain requirement on the rotation speed

1
T
≤ ω

2π
� fc, (2.2)
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where T is the symbol time and fc is the carrier frequency. This requirement
must hold in order to avoid aliasing. The necessity of (2.2) will be explained
later in this section.

Since the antenna pattern function is a periodic function, we note that
it can be Fourier expanded

a(ωt) =
+L

∑
l=−L

alejlωt, (2.3)

where we have assumed the antenna pattern function to be bandlimited,
with a total of 2L + 1 frequency components. The l-th frequency component
is given by al . There is one component a0 at the fundamental frequency and
2L harmonics. By inserting (2.3) into (2.1) we obtain

r(t) =
+L

∑
l=−L

ejlωt al

P

∑
p=1

ejlφp sp(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
rl(t)

. (2.4)

From this expression we see that the physical rotation of the antenna re-
sults in frequency-shifts of the received signal. If the signal sp(t) is centered
around carrier frequency Ωc the multiplication with ejlωt results in the sig-
nal being frequency-shifted to Ωc + lω. Note that frequency Ωc is defined
by Ωc = 2π fc. Each frequency-shift corresponds to a sub-band. Fig. 2.2
shows how the signal bandwidth is expanded. Going back to inequality
(2.2), we see that the lower bound needs to be fulfilled in order to avoid
spectral aliasing between the subbands. The rotation speed ω can be ex-
actly equal to 2π

T if the signals sp(t), p = 1....P have a bandwidth ≤ 1
T .

In many cases the bandwidth is larger due to pulse shaping and therefore
a larger rotation speed is needed. In order to separate the sub-band com-
ponents a filter bank of band-pass filters may be employed. The sub-band
components can be expressed in vector notation as r−L(t)

...
r+L(t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

r(t)

=

 a−L 0 0

0
. . . 0

0 0 a+L


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

·

 e−jLφ1 . . . e−jLφP

...
. . .

...
e+jLφ1 · · · e+jLφP


︸ ︷︷ ︸

V

 s1(t)
...

sP(t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

s(t)

,(2.5)

where r−l(t) is the sub-band around center frequency fc − lω
2π . The ma-

trix A consists of the Fourier components of the antenna pattern and will
from now on be named the pattern coefficient matrix. The components of
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2. ROTATING RECEIVE ANTENNA-BASIC CONCEPT AND PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

the pattern coefficient matrix also indicate the strengths of each sub-band
signal. The matrix V is an operator that makes linear combinations of the
incoming signals, given by s(t), and outputs these linear combinations in
each of the 2L + 1 sub-bands. Each sub-band can be interpreted as having
the same effect as a separate antenna in regular MIMO-systems. This holds
because in regular MIMO each antenna would pick up different linear com-
binations of the incoming waves.

FIGURE 2.2: The spectrum of a signal transmitted at carrier frequency Ωc
is shown. Assuming an antenna rotation of ω rad/s and an antenna pattern
with three frequency components the signal gets expanded in frequency,
with spectral copies centered at Ωc −ω and Ωc + ω.

The capacity of a MIMO system is dependent on the eigenvalue spread
of the channel matrix, and the same holds for the system described by (2.5).
To achieve high capacity the eigenvalue spread of the channel needs to be
small. The pattern coefficient matrix and V both have an influence on the
eigenvalue spread of the channel matrix. The channel matrix is formed by
a multiplication of matrices, including the pattern coefficient matrix and
V. The elements of V are dependent on the angles of the incoming sig-
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nals. Müller [2002] showed that rich scattering makes V look like an i.i.d
matrix, and thus it has rows with random directions and Marcenko-Pastur
distributed eigenvalues (Marcenko and Pastur [1967]). For a rich scattering
channel the bottle neck for achieving high capacity is therefore not matrix
V, but it is rather more likely that the pattern coefficient matrix becomes
the limiting factor.

Most of the simulations in this thesis are done by a rich scattering as-
sumption. The effect of limited scattering, i.e the signals arrive from an
interval [0, θ] where θ < 2π, is investigated in Section 3.5.

The link between the number of subband components of the proposed
receiver and the number of receive antennas in regular MIMO has already
been mentioned. In that respect it is advantageous to increase the number
of components of the pattern coefficient matrix. But in addition it is best
if the components of the pattern coefficient matrix are equal in magnitude.
Unequal magnitude of the elements of this matrix generally increases the
eigenvalue spread of the channel matrix and therefore leads to lower ca-
pacity.

Since the rotation of the antenna pattern expands the frequency band-
width this scheme can obviously not be used at transmission. If used at
transmission the antenna rotation would expand the bandwidth of the trans-
mitted signal and therefore violate the spectrum regulations. One could
argue that it is possible to initially use a smaller bandwidth such that the
bandwidth of the transmitted signal falls within the frequency band speci-
fied by the spectrum regulators. But this does not lead to a capacity increase
since the two effects, increasing the number of channel eigenmodes and us-
ing a smaller initial bandwidth, cancel out. Note that the antenna rotation
at the receiver does not create problems with the spectrum regulators. The
expanded bandwidth is just seen by the rotating antennas that fullfill (2.2)
and not by other non-rotating antenna systems or slowly rotating systems
that fullfill

ω

2π
� 1

T
. (2.6)

There are some references that have considered a somewhat similar
concept. Zekavat and Nassar [2002] have suggested using oscillating an-
tenna patterns for time-diversity. They let the antenna pattern fluctuate
around a main beam angle, and hence their scheme differs from ours. Their
goals and our goals are also different, since we are interested in spatial mul-
tiplexing gain, whereas they are interested in diversity.
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2. ROTATING RECEIVE ANTENNA-BASIC CONCEPT AND PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

2.2 Practical implementation - Sampled rotating
antenna

The implementation of the physically rotating antenna is not practical. Imag-
ine that we have a directive antenna that can be rotated mechanically. The
requirement of the rotation speed as given by (2.2), in order to avoid alias-
ing, makes this an almost impossible choice. A mechanical rotation would
lead to heat dissipation, and the components of the antenna would very
likely be worn out after some usage. As an example consider a mechan-
ical rotation of 2π · 1000 rad/s. This would lead to a data rate of only a
few kbits/s. Hence the mechanical rotation becomes a poor alternative for
achieving an increased spectral efficiency.

This section considers a practical implementation of the rotating an-
tenna by the usage of parasitic antenna elements. Several references (Vaughan
[1999]; Gyoda and Ohira [2000]; Schaer, Rambabu, Borneman, and Vahldieck
[2005]; Scott, Leonard-Taylor, and Vaughan [1999]; Nakane, Noguchi, and
Kuwahara [2005]) have considered using parasitic elements for creating di-
rective antenna patterns. But their goal is to achieve diversity gain and not
spatial multiplexing gain which is the goal in our case. In addition these
references do not consider fast rotation of the antenna pattern as defined
by (2.2).

First a definition of a parasitic element is in place. Consider two dipole
antennas as pictured in Fig 2.3. Let one of the antennas be attached to a
voltage source (active antenna), while the other antenna is not attached to
any source. Note that the reciprocity theorem states that the same antenna
pattern holds for transmission and reception (Balanis [1997],Section 3.8.2).
Therefore the analysis here, which assumes that the antenna functions as a
transmitter, also holds for reception. The antenna which does not have a
source attached to it is called a parasitic element. Current will still run on
the parasitic antenna element due to the electromagnetic coupling between
the two antennas. The parasitic element acts as a parasite on the electric
field supplied by the active antenna and hence the name.

The radiaten pattern for this antenna system is a sum of the radiation
patterns of the active and the parasitic element. A single dipole antenna
has a omnidirectional pattern in the azimuth plane. By the usage of a par-
asitic element in close vincinity to the active antenna, the antenna pattern
will be altered due to the electromagnetic coupling between the antennas.
Assume now that the two dipole antennas are half-wave dipoles, i.e their
lengths are equal to half the carrier-wavelength. If the parasitic element is
not terminated, which means it is equivalent to one piece of metal of length
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λ/2, it functions as a reflector. This means that the antenna pattern be-
comes directive towards one direction. The antenna pattern of such a two-
antenna system is shown in Fig 2.4. The inter-element distance in this case
is λ/64. It should be noted that all the antenna pattern plots in this dis-
sertation show the magnitude of the antenna patterns and not the phase.
If the parasitic element is terminated with a very high impedance value,
the parasitic element becomes equivalent to two pieces of dipole antennas
with half the dipole lengths. The electromagnetic field is not resonant with
dipole antennas of length λ/4, and the antenna pattern becomes almost
omnidirectional in the azimuth plane. If we use electronic switches in the
middle of the parasitic element, such as for example Positive Intrinsic Neg-
ative (PIN) diodes (Schlub, Thiel, and Lu [2000]), we can switch between
a short-circuit and open-circuit state. When the switch is closed the para-
sitic element acts as one piece of length λ/2. When the switch is open the
antenna acts as two pieces of lengths λ/4. The advantage of using elec-
tronic switches is that the switching operation can be done quite fast. By
using PIN diodes switching delays on the order of nanoseconds may be ob-
tained (Packard [1999]). Assume for example that symbols are sent at rate
1 Msymb/s and that the receiver oversamples by a factor of 3. A switching
rate of 3 MHz and switching delay of 3 nanoseconds would lead to a total
delay of roughly 1 percent relative to the symbol period.

FIGURE 2.3: One active and one parasitic dipole antenna in close vincinity
to each other.

Consider now one active antenna and four parasitic elements placed
uniformly on a circle around the active antenna. Let one of the parasitic
elements be short-circuited while the other three parasitic elements are
open circuited. The antenna pattern will be directed towards one direction.
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FIGURE 2.4: An antenna pattern obtained by short-circuiting one parasitic
element. The parasitic element is placed at distance λ/64 to the active ele-
ment. The antenna pattern is normalized and drawn in linear scale, and is
found by using an antenna simulation software (Kolundz̆ et al. [2000]).

The antenna pattern may be rotated 90◦ in the azimuth plane by letting
the neighbour parasitic element be short-circuited and all the others open-
circuited. Proceeding this way the antenna beam may point towards angles
0◦,90◦,180◦ and 270◦. Hence an approximation to the continuous rotation
in Section 2.1 is possible. The difference is that instead of a continuous
rotation, a rotation with discrete steps is achieved.

The number of parasitic elements needed, which corresponds to the
number of directions the antenna beam points towards, is dependent on
the number of Fourier components of the antenna pattern function. An
antenna pattern function with 2L + 1 Fourier components needs to be sam-
pled with 2L + 1 samples per rotation in order to avoid aliasing. More
details on sampling issues are covered in chapter 3.

Assume that the antenna pattern, when one parasitic element is short-
circuited, has 2L + 1 Fourier components. The implementation of the dis-
crete rotation is possible by placing the parasitic elements on the following
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angles

φi =
2πi

2L + 1
i = −L...L. (2.7)

This placement of the parasitic elements corresponds to uniform sampling
in the angular domain.

The antenna pattern shown in Fig. 2.4 was calculated by using a com-
merical software (Kolundz̆ et al. [2000]). This software, which is based on
the method-of-moments, enables us to calculate the electromagnetic field
numerically. The next step is to derive analytical expressions for the an-
tenna pattern. Due to reciprocity the antenna pattern on receive and trans-
mit will be the same. Consider one active element and one parasitic ele-
ment. Let the active element be placed at the center of a coordinate system
and directed along the z-axis. The electrical far field component at a point
in space due to the active element can be expressed as (Balanis [1997],Equa-
tion (4-62a))

Eθ ≈ jη
i1e−j 2π

λ r

2πr

[
cos(πl

λ cos(θ))− cos(πl
λ )

sin(θ)

]
, (2.8)

where Eθ is one of the three orthogonal components that the electric field
can be decomposed into. The angle θ is the zenith angle from the positive
z-axis, l is the length of the antenna, r is the radius from the origin of the
coordinate system to the point in space, η is the intrinsic impedance of the
propagation medium (air) and λ is the carrier-wavelength. Note that since
the antenna is placed along the z-axis, the electric field will be symmetric
around the z-axis. Hence the electric field has no dependency on the az-
imuth angle φ. It is assumed in the derivation of (2.8) that the current on
the antenna has a sinusoidal distribution, with i1 being the maximum value
of the current on the active antenna. Note that the two other orthogonal
components of the electric field ,i.e. Eφ and Er, are equal to zero.

We are interested in evaluating the electric field in the azimuth plane
which corresponds to θ = π

2 . We define the antenna pattern in the azimuth
plane as

a(φ) = rEθ, 1(φ) + rEθ, 2(φ) =
jη
2π

(
i1 + i2 · ej· 2π

λ ·d cos(φ)
)

, (2.9)

where φ is the azimuth angle, Eθ, 1(φ) and Eθ, 2(φ) are the electric field con-
tributions from the active and parasitic antenna respectively, i1 is the cur-
rent on the active antenna, i2 is the current on the parasitic antenna, and d
is the inter-element distance.
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The currents on the antenna elements can be expressed by taking into
account the mutual coupling (Balanis [1997], Equation (8-63))

i1 =
Z11 · vT

Z11(Z11 + ZL)− Z2
12

i2 = − Z12vT

Z11(Z11 + ZL)− Z2
12

= −Z12

Z11
· i1, (2.10)

where Z11 is the self-impedance of the active and parasitic element, Z12 is
the mutual coupling impedance between the active and parasitic element,
ZL is the termination impedance of the active antenna and vT is the voltage
source attached to the active antenna.

The Fourier components of the antenna pattern can be found by com-
bining (2.9) and (2.10) and by taking the Fourier transform. The Fourier
components become

a0 =
jη
2π

(
i1 + i2 · J0

(
2π

λ
· d
))

=
jη · i1

2π
·
(

1− Z12

Z11
· J0

(
2π

λ
· d
))

al = −η · i2
2π

· Jl

(
2π

λ
· d
)

=
η · i1
2π

· Z12

Z11
· Jl

(
2π

λ
· d
)

, l = −L....L, l 6= 0,

(2.11)

where al is the l-th Fourier component and Jl(·) is the Bessel function of
the first kind and of order l. Higher order Bessel functions are almost zero
valued when the argument of the function is small, which means that small
inter-element distances, i.e. small arguments of Jl(·), lead to to Fourier com-
ponents with small amplitudes. As a result of this, small inter-element dis-
tances generally lead to antenna patterns with 3 main Fourier components.
As an example consider an inter-element spacing of λ/64. According to
(2.11) the antenna pattern consists of 3 Fourier components with equal
strengths. By increasing the inter-element distance to λ/4, we also increase
the number of Fourier components of the antenna pattern. The Fourier
coefficients found by using (2.11) seems to be in full agreement with the
results obtained by using the antenna simulation software (Kolundz̆ et al.
[2000]).

The fact that small inter-element distances give larger mutual-coupling
than larger distances, and that the values of the Bessel functions become
lower for smaller inter-element distances suggests that there should be an
optimum inter-element distance.
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2.3 Advanced practical implementation

From (2.5) it is clear that the number of eigenmodes of the channel matrix
is dependent on the number of Fourier components of the antenna pattern.
Since the number and the strength of the eigenmodes determine the capac-
ity, antenna patterns with many Fourier components should be searched
for. Directive antenna patterns imply antenna patterns with many Fourier
components, and thus directive antenna patterns will be sought after. An
analogue to a directive antenna pattern can be made with a signal in the
time domain: A peaky signal in the time domain, for example the Dirac
delta function δ(t), represents a signal with large bandwidth in the fre-
quency domain.

In a paper by Harrington [1978] an expression for the antenna gain func-
tion, which takes into account both the mutual coupling parameters and
the termination of the antennas, can be found. The antenna gain function
is given by

G =
k2η

4π

|vT
oc[Z + ZL]−1vT|2
iH<{Z + ZL}i

, (2.12)

where G is the gain, Z is the mutual coupling impedance matrix, ZL is a
diagonal matrix with the termination impedances of the antennas on the
diagonal, vT is the voltage excitation vector and voc is the open-circuit port
voltage of the antenna system when excited by a plane wave from the direc-
tion of gain evaluation. The gain function as defined here is the ratio of the
radiation intensity in a given direction to the radiation intensity that would
be obtained if the power accepted by the antenna were radiated isotropi-
cally. Harrington [1978] considers terminating the parasitic elements with
reactive loads. Reactive loads imply imaginary valued loads, which repre-
sents either capacitive or inductive loads. In this way the magnitude and
the phase of the currents that run on the parasitic elements can be con-
trolled to some extent. Since the parasitic elements are loaded with reactive
impedances they do not consume energy. However in practise the parasitic
elements will have some resistance, and therefore they consume some por-
tion of the energy.

Consider one active antenna and several parasitic elements placed uni-
formly on a circle around the active antenna. Let the parasitic elements be
loaded with reactive impedances. We now seek to maximize the gain given
by (2.12) in a certain direction with respect to the reactive impedances. The
direction of the gain-function is chosen by voc. Vector voc expresses the
magnitude and phase difference of the open circuit voltage at the termi-
nals of all the antenna elements due to different spatial locations. Note
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that the gain function in (2.12) is non-convex with respect to the reactive
impedances. By employing a numerical algorithm to maximize the gain-
function we do not know if the solution we obtain is a local or global maxi-
mum. The only way to be sure if it is a global maximum or not is to try out
all the possible combinations of the reactive impedances.

The maximization of the gain-function was done by using the simu-
lated annealing algorithm (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi [1983]; Thiel and
Smith [2002]). Six parasitic elements were placed on a circle around the
active antenna with a λ/8 distance to the active antenna element. The an-
tenna pattern that resulted from this maximization is shown in Fig. 3.12.
Because of the symmetry a total number of four different reactive impedances
are needed for the six parasitic elements.

The antenna pattern rotation when using reactive impedances becomes
more complex than in Section 2.2. To be able to rotate the antenna beam the
parasitic elements need to be loaded with new reactive impedances. Varac-
tor diodes might be used for that purpose. A varactor diode can represent
different reactive impedances by changing an input control voltage to the
varactor diode (Gyoda and Ohira [2000]).

The Fourier coefficients of the antenna pattern when using reactive loads
are shown in Fig 2.5. Since there are 5 strong Fourier components, the num-
ber of relevant eigenmodes is also 5. The received signal is expanded in
bandwidth by a factor 5, and in each subband there is a different linear
combination of signals received from various angular directions.

There is also an alternative way of achieving directive antenna patterns
without terminating the parasitic elements. If the parasitic elements have
a slightly longer or shorter length than λ/2 the mutual coupling between
the elements becomes different. This can be realized in practise by placing
switches not only in the middle of the parasitic elements but also in other
positions of the parasitic elements. By using various combinations of the
open/close state of the switches different antenna element lenghts may be
realized. The same gain-function as in (2.12) may be used to find the par-
asitic element lengths that maximize the gain. In addition the impedance
values of the parasitic elements must be set to zero. To be able to maximize
the gain function, an expression for the mutual coupling parameters as a
function of antenna length is needed. Expressions for the mutual coupling
parameters may be found in (Balanis [1997],Section 8.5.2, Section 8.6.2). An
alternative way of finding the mutual coupling impedances for various an-
tenna lengths is to use the matlab software package available at (Orfanidis.
[Orfanidis.]). The latter approach was followed in our case. The simulated
annealing algorithm was used to maximize the gain function. One impor-
tant difference between the realization of parasitic elements with variable
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FIGURE 2.5: Fourier components of the antenna pattern which was created
by loading the parasitic elements with reactive impedances.

lengths and parasitics with reactive loads is the electronic switches that are
needed. The parasitic elements with variable lengths only need switches
that represents an open- and short-circuit state which may be achieved with
relatively cheap PIN diodes. Loading the parasitic with variable reactive
impedances may be accomplished with varactor diodes.

The antenna pattern obtained by maximizing the gain-function with re-
spect to the lengths of the parasitic elements is shown in Fig. 3.12. Note
that in theory, a fixed aperture size can achieve any desired directivity
value (Hansen [1981]). There are however practical problems with anten-
nas, within a small aperture size, that have very high directivity (super-
directive). Some of the drawbacks are low antenna efficiency, sensitive ex-
citation and position tolerances and narrow bandwidth.

2.4 Capacity simulations

So far three different ways of implementing a sampled rotating antenna
have been mentioned: Open/short circuiting the parasitic elements, ter-
minating the parasitic elements with reactive impedances and using para-
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FIGURE 2.6: Antenna patterns obtained by reactively loading 6 parasitic
elements (solid line) and employing parasitic elements with variable lengths
(dashed line) respectively. Distance λ/8 between the parasitic elements and
the active antenna. The antenna patterns are drawn in linear scale. Each of
the antenna patterns is normalized independently. The patterns were found
by using an antenna simulation software (Kolundz̆ et al. [2000]).

sitic elements with different lengths. But the spectral efficiencies of these
schemes are yet to be analyzed. In this section, simulation results are pre-
sented that reveal the capacities of the proposed schemes.

2.4.1 Channel model

The channel model used is a geometrical rich scattering channel model
with 120 scatterers placed at random positions. The relatively high num-
ber of scatterers is chosen in order to avoid statistical dependencies in the
channel matrix (Müller [2002]). To study solely the effect of the receiver on
the capacity, we choose the transmitters to be a linear array of 20 widely
spaced antennna elements. The linear scaling of mutual information with
the number of degrees of freedom is best observed at high SNR. Therefore,
the noise is chosen to be AWGN 20 dB below the received signal power.
Note that the noise is assumed predominantly to be channel noise, and
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therefore the antenna efficiency is not considered to be important. A low
antenna efficiency would mean that less power is extracted from the in-
coming waves. But since the same would happen to the channel noise, the
receiver SNR would not change significantly.

Let the received signal be described by the following equation

r = AVHx + n, (2.13)

where x is the transmitted signal vector, r, A, and V are defined the same
way as in (2.5). Vector n is the circularly complex additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) vector, and matrix H describes the propagation path from
the transmit antennas to a certain angular direction at the receiver. Note
that equation (2.13) is in discrete time whereas the equations in Section
2.1 are given in continuous time. Details around the transition between
continuous and discrete time are given in Section 3.1.

In this thesis, it is mainly the ergodic capacity which is considered. The
definition of ergodic capacity is as follows

C = max
Px

E{I(r; x|H)}, (2.14)

where C is the ergodic capacity, I(r; x|H) is the mutual information for a
certain channel realization, and Px is the probability density function (PDF)
of the transmitted signal vector. The ergodic capacity is found by maximiz-
ing the average mutual information with respect to the PDF of the trans-
mitted signal. For all the calculations in this thesis the channel is assumed
to be ergodic, which implies that the channel statistics do not change with
time.

2.4.2 Short/open circuiting the parasitic elements

The receiver is assumed to have full channel state information (CSI), whereas
to the transmitter the channel is unknown. Figure 2.7 shows the ergodic ca-
pacity when short circuiting one parasitic element at a time, as in Section
2.2. The capacity is calculated for various numbers of parasitic elements
and for different distances between the active and the parasitic element.
The number of parasitic elements equals the number of samples per rota-
tion. For example, 4 parasitic elements implies that the antenna-beam can
point towards 4 different angles. The capacity curve shows that 3 sam-
ples per rotation are sufficient when the inter-element distance is less than
λ/32. Fig. 2.8 helps in explaining this. The plot shows the Fourier coeffi-
cients of the antenna pattern for different distances between the active and
the parasitic elements. Since the antenna pattern consists of 3 main Fourier
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FIGURE 2.7: Mutual information as a function of the distance between the
parasitic elements and the active antenna. The number of parasitic elements
corresponds to the number of samples per rotation.

components for inter-element distances below λ/32 there is no point in
sampling the antenna pattern by more than 3 samples per rotation. Note
that for a larger inter-element distance than λ/8 the capacity increases by
increasing the number of samples per rotation. The reason for this is that
the number of Fourier components with significant strength is larger than
3. By sampling 3 time per rotation, the antenna pattern is actually under-
sampled. The additional degrees of freedom can therefore not be exploited
due to the aliasing effect.

For an inter-element distance equal to λ/4 it seems that there are 5 sig-
nificant Fourier components according to Fig. 2.8. This shows off in Fig.
2.7 as well, since 5 samples per rotation are sufficient. Note however that
the magnitude of the extra Fourier components, i.e a−2 and a2, are quite
weak compared to the strongest Fourier component a0. Whether the weak
Fourier components contribute much to capacity or not is dependent on
the SNR. For high SNR the weak Fourier components, which correspond
to weak eigenmodes, contribute to capacity. But for low SNR the weak
components contribute less. This holds also for regular MIMO systems as
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well. Therefore the number of samples per rotation which is necessary for
each inter-element distance is actually dependent on the SNR. More details
on sampling issues are covered in Chapter 3.

Note from Fig. 2.7 that the rotating antenna achieves 2.3 times higher
capacity than a single receiver antenna even for an inter-element distance
as low as λ/64.
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FIGURE 2.8: Antenne pattern Fourier components for various inter-
element distances.

2.4.3 Reactive loading and parasitic elements with variable
lengths

By using reactive impedances as termination of the parasitic elements or by
using parasitic elements with variable lengths, even more directive antenna
patterns are achieved. In these cases, the capacity is expected to be higher
than the open/short circuit implementation.

In order to evaluate the broadband properties of the antenna patterns,
the ergodic capacity is evaluated for different frequencies. In that respect,
only the variation of the antenna patterns with frequency is considered.
Perfect impedance match is assumed at all frequencies. To get a more real-
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istic picture practical impedance matching solutions might be considered.
But there are multiple ways of matching an antenna, and each matching
technique has different broadband properties. Therefore, as a first step, we
only consider how the antenna patterns vary with frequency.

For the capacity simulations, the same channel model is assumed as in
the preceeding section: 120 scatterers at random positions, 20 transmitter
antennas and AWGN 20 dB below the received signal power level.

The ergodic capacity as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 2.9. The
capacity, when loading the parasitic elements with reactive loads, is shown
to be 3.2 times higher than the Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MISO) ca-
pacity. In comparison, the capacity of the short/open-circuit scheme was
2.3 times higher than the MISO capacity.

Note that the capacity when using parasitic elements with variable lengths
shows a larger frequency variation than when loading the parasitic ele-
ments with reactive impedances.
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FIGURE 2.9: Mutual information over different frequencies. Distance λ/8
between the parasitic elements and the active antenna. 6 parasitic elements
are used.
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Chapter 3

Signal power, noise power and
sampling issues

Rotating the antenna pattern of the receiver antenna expands the band-
width of the received signal. But the bandwidth expansion also happens to
adjacent channel signals. The result is that signals from different frequency
bands get mixed up with each other. This chapter investigates the signal
and noise power issues related to the receiver antenna. Section 3.1 presents
an analysis of the receiver SNR when the noise source is considered to be
AWGN. In Section 3.2, a discussion on the adjacent-channel interference
is presented. The capacity is evaluated in Section 3.3 by including adja-
cent channel interference and by varying various parameters regarding the
antenna pattern and the adjacent channel interference. Equations that de-
scribe the discrete rotation of the antenna pattern are given in Section 3.4.
The importance of rich scattering on the performance of the rotating an-
tenna is analyzed in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 finds how long the
antenna beam should point towards a certain angular direction before ro-
tating to the next discrete angular direction. The optimal time to stay on
each angular direction is found by maximizing the mutual information.

Parts of the material in this chapter are presented in (Bains and Müller
[2006b, c,a]).

3.1 Bandwidth expansion, signal and noise power

From (2.5) it is clear that the bandwidth of the received signal is expanded.
Then it becomes natural to consider what happens to the SNR. In this sec-
tion we assume that the only noise source present is channel noise, which
we represent as AWGN. No adjacent channel interference is assumed. For
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3. SIGNAL POWER, NOISE POWER AND SAMPLING ISSUES

this purpose we compare the SNR when the antenna is a conventional non-
rotating antenna to a rotating antenna. The signal of interest which is ac-
cessed by the conventional and the rotating antenna is denoted by rconv(t)
and r(t) respectively. We assume that the signal has a bandwidth 1

T , with T
being the symbol duration.

The word sampling has a two-fold meaning in this thesis. It may de-
note the spatial sampling, which is the result of the antenna listening to-
wards different angular directions at different time instants. It may also
refer to regular sampling of a signal in the time domain, which is obtained
by a sample and hold circuit. Note that the spatial sampling is also tempo-
ral sampling since the spatial samples are taken at different time instants.
Which ever of these two sampling strategies is spoken of will become clear
from the context.

Before comparing the received power of a conventional non-rotating
antenna to a rotating antenna, an appropriate normalization of the antenna
pattern function is needed. The antenna pattern function a(φ) is normal-
ized according to

1
2π

∫ 2π

0
|a(φ)|2dφ = 1. (3.1)

This equation states that no matter what shape the antenna pattern has,
the received power should be the same when the arriving waves are uni-
formly distributed in the angular directions and uncorrelated with each
other. Section 4.1 shows that if the receiving antenna has a perfect antenna-
impedance match then this requirement holds. The implication of the nor-
malization in (3.1) is that

L

∑
l=−L

|al |2 = 1. (3.2)

Let us define the signal received by a conventional omni-directional an-
tenna as

rconv(t) = 1T ·H · x(t) + n(t), (3.3)

where 1 is a vector with dimension (P× 1) which consists of ones. This op-
erator describes an omni-directional antenna that weights each wave with
equal phase and amplitude. The constant P is the number of waves ap-
proaching the antenna. Matrix H is a (P× nt) dimensional matrix that de-
scribes the channel propagation paths from the nt transmit antennas to a
certain angular direction at the receiver. Vector n(t) is AWGN with noise
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spectral density N0 (J/s/Hz), and x(t) is the transmit signal vector with
dimension (nt × 1). The channel matrix is normalized according to

1HE{H ·HH}1 = nt. (3.4)

The transmit signal vector may be expressed as

x(t) =
∞

∑
k=−∞

g(t− kT)bk, (3.5)

where g(t) is the transmit pulse shape and bk is the transmitted symbol
vector at time instant k · T. The energy of the pulse shape is given by

∫ T

0
|g(t)|2dt = 1. (3.6)

The average power of the transmitted symbols becomes

E{bH
k bk} = PT, (3.7)

with PT being the average transmit power constraint.
By assuming a flat fading channel the convolution between the trans-

mitted signal and the channel becomes a multiplication. Consider the con-
volution between the flat fading channel impulse response h(t) = h · δ(t)
and transmit signal x(t). The convolution becomes

h(t) ∗ x(t) = h · δ(t) ∗
∞

∑
k=−∞

g(t− kT)bk = h ·
∞

∑
k=−∞

g(t− k · T)bk, (3.8)

with h being the complex path gain. By using a matched filter at the re-
ceiver and by sampling the filtered signal every T seconds, the sampled
signal r̂conv(k · T) may be expressed as

r̂conv(k · T) = 1TH · bk ·
∫ T/2

−T/2
|g(t)|2dt +

∫ k·T+T/2

k·T−T/2
n(τ) · g(τ − k · T)dτ

= 1TH · bk +
∫ k·T+T/2

k·T−T/2
n(τ) · g(τ − k · T)dτ. (3.9)

The average signal power of sample r̂conv(k · T) may be calculated by taking
into consideration the normalizations in (3.4) and (3.7)

E{|r̂conv(k · T)|2} = PT + N0. (3.10)
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The power received by the rotating antenna may be expressed in a similar
way. Let the signal received by the rotating antenna be written as

r(t) = AVHx(t) + n(t), (3.11)

where r, A and V are defined in (2.5), x(t) is defined in (3.5), and H is the
same channel matrix as in (3.3). Note that the statistics and the power of
the noise does not change as a result of the antenna rotation. The noise
as described by n(t) will therefore be AWGN with variance N0 for each
component of the vector. The question now is what kind of filter should be
applied to the received signal. One possible approach is to apply each of
the subband signals to a matched filter. Consider the l’th subband signal rl

rl(t) = al · vH
l Hx(t) + n(t), (3.12)

where vH
l is the l’th row of matrix V. If rl(t) is processed by a matched

filter and sampled at time instant k · T, the sampled signal r̂l(k · T) may be
expressed as

r̂l(k · T) = al · vH
l H · bk ·

∫ T/2

−T/2
|g(t)|2dt +

∫ k·T+T/2

k·T−T/2
n(τ) · g(τ − k · T)dτ

= al · vH
l H · bk +

∫ k·T+T/2

k·T−T/2
n(τ) · g(τ − k · T)dτ. (3.13)

By making some assumptions about the scatterers, as explained in Section
3.5, the received power in the l-th sub-band becomes

E{|r̂l(k · T)|2} = |al |2 · PT + N0. (3.14)

Note that summing the signal powers from all 2L + 1 subbands gives the
total power PT, which means the rotating and the conventional antenna
receives the same amount of power. A discrete time equivalent to equation
(3.11) may now be found. From now on r̂k is used to denote the discrete
time equivalent of the received signal. The discrete time signal r̂k may be
written as

r̂k = AVH · bk + n̂k, (3.15)

where n̂k is the noise sampled on the output of the matched filter. Note
from (3.13) and (3.14) that the noise variance of n̂k is equal to N0. If we
assume that the channel is known to the receiver the mutual information
becomes

I(r̂k; bk) = log2

( ∣∣∣∣I +
PT

N0 · nt
AVHHHVHAH

∣∣∣∣ ) =
2L+1

∑
l=1

log2

(
1 +

PT

N0
σ2

l

)
,

(3.16)
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where σl is l-th singular value of 1/nt · AVH. By assuming high SNR, an
approximate expression for the average mutual information can be found

E{I(r̂k; bk)} ≈ (2L + 1) · log2

(
PT

(2L + 1) · N0

)
+ E

{ 2L+1

∑
l=1

log2

(
(2L + 1)σ2

l

)}
. (3.17)

The high SNR approximation is valid when PT
N0
� maxl

1
σ2

l
holds. Let us

assume rich scattering and that the Fourier components of the antenna pat-
tern are equally strong. By exploiting the concavity of the log() function an
upper bound on the average mutual information may be found as given by

E{I(r̂k; bk)} ≈ (2L + 1) · log2

(
PT

(2L + 1) · N0

)
+ E

{ 2L+1

∑
l=1

log2

(
(2L + 1)σ2

l

)}
≤ (2L + 1) · log2

(
PT

(2L + 1) · N0

)
+

2L+1

∑
l=1

log2

(
(2L + 1)E{σ2

l }
)

= (2L + 1) · log2

(
PT

(2L + 1) · N0

)
. (3.18)

The last step of the equation follows from the fact that E{σ2
l } = 1/(2L + 1).

Let us see what the spatial multiplexing gain of this scheme is. The spa-
tial multiplexing gain can be defined as the ratio of the mutual information
for the rotating antenna and the mutual information for a Multiple-Input-
Single-Output (MISO) system. The spatial multiplexing gain becomes then

(2L + 1) log2(
PT

(2L+1)·N0
)

log2(
PT
N0

)
= (2L + 1)

(
1−

log2(2L + 1)
log2(

PT
N0

)

)
, (3.19)

where log2(
PT
N0

) represents the average mutual information for a MISO-
system. As we see from the equation, we do not get a multiplexing gain
equal to the number of frequency components of the antenna pattern. Since
there is a decrease in the effective SNR the multiplexing gain is reduced.
Note that the reduction of the multiplexing gain vanishes for high SNR,
although only logarithmically.

Next we wish to examine a somewhat artificial case. Assume that the
antenna pattern has an infinite number of Fourier components with equal
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magnitudes. Assume further an infinite number of transmit antennas and
a full rank rich scattering channel. An upper bound on the capacity may
then be found, and it is given by

lim
L→∞

E{I(rk; bk)} = lim
L→∞

E

{
2L+1

∑
l=1

log2

(
1 +

PT

N0
σ2

l

)}

≤ lim
L→∞

2L+1

∑
l=1

log2

(
1 +

PT

N0
E{σ2

l }
)

= lim
L→∞

2L+1

∑
l=1

log2

(
1 +

PT

N0

1
2L + 1

)
=

PT

N0

1
log(2)

. (3.20)

The last step was obtained by using L’Hospital’s rule (Edwards and Penney
[1998], Section 8.3). Equation (3.20) shows that the capacity scales linearly
with PT

N0
when the assumptions above are fulfilled.

3.2 Adjacent channel interference

So far we have only considered the SNR that results from AWGN. If signals
are transmitted in adjacent frequency bands, these signals will be expanded
in bandwidth too. The result will be that the frequency bandwidth of our
signal of interest will overlap with the frequency bands of interfering sig-
nals. The received signal in the l-th sub-band may be written as

rl(t) = al

P

∑
p=1

ejφp lsp(t) + ∑
i 6=0

al−i

P

∑
p=1

ej(l−i)βp,i qp,i(t), (3.21)

where qp,i(t) is an adjacent channel interference signal originating from fre-
quency band fc − ωi

2π . The subscript p denotes that the signal is arriving at
angle βp,i. The signals sp(t), p = 1...P, are our desired signals. The effect
that this interference has on our receiver depends on the nature of the in-
terferers. In that respect, we distinguish between two cases, operation in
licensed and unlicensed bands. For operation in unlicensed bands the co-
channel interference power might be comparable to the adjacent channel
interference power. Therefore (3.19) can be a rough estimate of the perfor-
mance of our system in unlicensed operation. The assumption made in this
case is that the interference behaves as AWGN. For operation in licensed
bands, signals that are transmitted in adjacent bands are expected to have
higher power than co-channel interference. Whether we can gain some-
thing from the rotating antenna system compared to MISO for operation in
licensed bands will be investigated in the next section.
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3.3 Capacity simulations

The capacity simulations presented in chapter 2 were done for SNR = 20
dB. In Section 3.2 it was shown that the expression for the multiplexing
gain has a penalty term. Since this penalty term is more pronounced for
low SNR, it is of high interest to see the performance of the ergodic capacity
as a function of the receiver SNR.

We wish to evaluate the capacity when adjacent channel interference is
present. The received signal when adjacent channel interference is included
may be expressed as

r̂k = AVHbk +
2L

∑
i=−2L

q̂i,k + n̂k, (3.22)

where q̂i,k is the interfering signal originating from frequency band fc− ω·i
2π ,

and k is the discrete time index. To make the analysis simpler all adjacent
channel interferers are assumed to transmit in non-overlapping frequency
bands. The matrices A, V and H are defined as before. The interfering
signal may be expressed as

q̂i,k = AiViHiqi,k, (3.23)

where Ai and Vi are matrices that describe the frequency bandwidth ex-
pansion of the interfering signal in a similar manner to equation (3.21), and
Hi describes the propagation from the transmitter antennas to a certain an-
gular direction at the receiver. The interference vector qi,k is the transmit
signal of the i-th interfering user. The structure of the matrices Ai and Vi
is dependent on the index i. For i = −1 and for an antenna pattern that
consists of 3 Fourier components the matrices become

A−1 =

 a0 0 0
0 a1 0
0 0 0


V−1 =

 1 . . . 1
ejβ1,−1 . . . ejβP,−1

0 . . . 0

 (3.24)

Note that the dimension of the interference vector qi,k, i.e. the number of
antennas of the interfering user, has an impact on the capacity achieved by
the rotating antenna. If the interference consists of single antenna users the
i-th interfering signal is described by

q̂i,k = AiVihiqi,k. (3.25)
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Since each interfering user has only one antenna, qi,k becomes a scalar and
hi a vector. Multiple antenna interferers span a larger signal space at the
receiver than single antenna interferers, which means that a lower capacity
is expected with multi-antenna interferers than single antenna interferers.

The capacity of the rotating antenna will be considered for 3 different
scenarios in the following sections.

3.3.1 Capacity as a function of the number of Fourier
components of the antenna pattern

In this section the capacity is evaluated as a function of the number of
Fourier components of the antenna pattern. We assume that all Fourier
components have the same magnitude. The transmitter is chosen to be a
10 element antenna array with λ/2 spacing between the antennas. The ad-
jacent channel interference is represented by one interfering user in each
adjacent channel and it is assumed that no AWGN is present. All interfer-
ing users are assumed to be single antenna users.

The interference power in sub-channel i is denoted by Ni. The interfer-
ence power received by a standard omni-directional antenna becomes

E{|1Thi · qi,k|2} = Ni (3.26)

In this section the interference power within each sub-channel is held at the
same level, i.e. Ni = Nj for all i, j.

The capacity of the rotating antenna is shown in Fig. 3.1 as a function
of signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and number of Fourier components of
the antenna pattern. The SIR is defined as follows

SIR =
PT

Ni
. (3.27)

The SIR is defined as the SIR that a regular omni-directional antenna would
experience. The power of the signal of interest is given by PT.

As expected, the plot shows that the capacity increases for an increasing
number of Fourier components of the antenna pattern. For comparison the
capacity when the receiver has a single omni-directional antenna is also
included. The capacity of the rotating antenna is higher than the capacity
of the single antenna receiver for all SIRs.

3.3.2 Capacity with different power levels on co- and adjacent
channel interference

When the power levels on the adjacent channel interference and the co-
channel interference are the same there is a obviously a capacity gain by
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FIGURE 3.1: Capacity as a function of SIR and antenna pattern Fourier
components. The upper plot represents the rotating antenna, the lower plot
represents a single omni-directional receive antenna.

using the rotating antenna when comparing against the capacity of a sin-
gle omni-directional antenna. As already mentioned, the equal power case
may be a valid assumption for operation in unlicensed frequency bands.
For licensed frequency bands the power level of the adjacent channel in-
terference is expected to be much higher than the co-channel interference.
Therefore, the aim of this section is to evaluate the capacity when the level
of the adjacent channel interference is higher than the level of the co-channel
interference.

Let N0 and Nint denote the power of the co-channel and adjacent chan-
nel interference respectively. Thus the power level of the adjacent channel
interference from all sub-channels are the same. The transmit power level
of the signal of interest is denoted by PT.

Fig. 3.2 shows the capacity as a function of the co-channel SIR, PT
N0

, and
the ratio Nint

N0
. The antenna pattern is assumed to consist of 3 equally strong

Fourier components. The co- and adjacent channel interference are caused
by single antenna interferers, and only one interfering user is transmitting
in each sub-channel. The capacity plot shows that the capacity of the rotat-
ing antenna decreases rapidly as the ratio Nint

N0
increases.
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An important question that arises in the context of different levels of
co-channel and adjacent channel interference is: When is it possible to ob-
tain capacity gains by the rotating antenna relative to the capacity achieved
by a single omni-directional receiver antenna? The area below the curve
in Fig. 3.3 marks the area for which the capacity of the rotating antenna
exceeds the capacity of an omni-directional antenna. The co- and adjacent
channel interference in this case are caused by multi-antenna interferers,
5 antennas at each interferer, and only one interfering user is transmitting
in each sub-channel. Fig. 3.3 shows that at low co-channel SIR, i.e. low
PT
N0

, only a small increase in the adjacent channel interference level relative
to co-channel level is tolerated, before the capacity of the rotating antenna
drops below the capacity of a single antenna. At high co-channel SIR, for
example PT

N0
= 20 dB, the rotating antenna outperforms the single omni-

directional antenna as long as the adjacent power level is less than 12 times
higher than the co-channel power level.
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FIGURE 3.2: Capacity as a function of co-channel SIR and the ratio of adja-
cent channel interference power to the co-channel interference power level.
The antenna pattern of the rotating antenna consists of 3 Fourier compo-
nents of equal magnitude.
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FIGURE 3.3: The plot shows the area for which the rotating antenna obtains
a higher capacity than an omni-directional antenna.

3.3.3 Capacity as a function of the number of antenna elements
of interfering users

In Section 3.3.1 the interferers were single antenna users. If the interferers
are multi-antenna users the interference described by ∑2L

i=−2L q̂i,k in equa-
tion (3.22) is expected to span a larger signal space.

The capacity as a function of SIR and number of antennas at the interfer-
ing users is depicted in Fig. 3.4. The antenna pattern of the rotating antenna
is assumed to consist of 3 equally strong Fourier components. The capacity
plot shows that the capacity decreases as the number of antennas increases.
This result confirms that multiple antenna interferers span a larger signal
space than single antenna interferers.

3.4 Sampling issues

Until now we have not gone deep into the sampling issues of the antenna
pattern. The present section seeks to describe the sampling of the antenna
pattern mathematically. Let us assume that the antenna pattern is sampled
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FIGURE 3.4: Capacity as a function of both the number of antennas that
are used by each interfering user and the SIR. The antenna pattern of the
rotating antenna consists of 3 Fourier components of equal magnitude.

every Tc seconds, then we obtain

gp(t) =
∞

∑
n=−∞

a(ωt + φp)δ(t− nTc). (3.28)

This function consists of Dirac delta pulses, but in reality the antenna pat-
tern function should hold a constant value for Tc seconds before it changes
value. This can be obtained by folding gp(t) with a rectangular pulse p(t).
The rectangular pulse should have the duration of Tc seconds. Let p(t) be
defined as

p(t) = rect
(

t
Tc

)
, (3.29)

where rect() is defined as follows

rect(t) =
{

1 for −1/2 ≤ t ≤ 1/2
0 otherwise

. (3.30)
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Let us now define the sampled antenna pattern function as

as,p(t) = gp(t) ∗ p(t) =
∞

∑
n=−∞

∫ ∞

τ=−∞
p(τ)a(ω(t− τ) + φp)δ(t− nTc − τ)dτ

=
∞

∑
n=−∞

p(t− nTc)a(ωnTc + φp). (3.31)

More insight is obtained by viewing this operation in the frequency do-
main. We note that a folding operation in the time domain is equivalent to
multiplication in the frequency domain. The following therefore holds

gp(t) ∗ p(t) ⇔ Gp(Ω) · P(Ω). (3.32)

Where Ω is the angular frequency. In order to express Gp(Ω) we first need
to find the spectrum of the continuous antenna pattern function a(ωt + φp)

Ap(Ω) = F{a(ωt + φp)} =
L

∑
l=−L

alδ(lω−Ω)ejlφp , (3.33)

where F{·} denotes the Fourier transform. Gp(Ω) will consist of spectral
copies of Ap(Ω) due to sampling

Gp(Ω) =
∞

∑
k=−∞

Ap

(
Ω +

2πk
Tc

)
=

∞

∑
k=−∞

L

∑
l=−L

alδ

(
lω−Ω +

2πk
Tc

)
ejlφp .

(3.34)

The sampled antenna pattern will therefore be given by

As,p(Ω) =
√

Tcsinc
(

Ω
Tc

2π

) ∞

∑
k=−∞

L

∑
l=−L

alδ

(
lω−Ω +

2πk
Tc

)
ejlφp . (3.35)

Equation (3.35) shows that the sampled antenna pattern function consists
of weighted spectral copies. The weighting is done by the sinc function
P(Ω), where P(Ω) is just the Fourier transform of p(t) in (3.29). The sep-
aration between each spectral copy is 2π

Tc
, which means it is determined

by the sampling interval. An example will better illustrate the sampling
issues of the antenna pattern. Assume an antenna pattern function that
has 3 Fourier components. Fig. 3.5 shows Gp(Ω) and P(Ω) for the case
when the antenna pattern function is sampled with frequency Ωs = 3ω.
The result of sampling the antenna pattern function is shown in Fig. 3.6.
Note that a lower sampling frequency than 3ω gives overlap between the
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spectral copies and therefore results in aliasing. When comparing the num-
ber of harmonics of the continuously rotating antenna function Ap(Ω) with
As,p(Ω), we see that the sampled antenna pattern function has several more
harmonics than the continuously rotating antenna. This means that the
spectrum of the received signal will be expanded even more in frequency
with the sampled antenna pattern than with the continuous rotating an-
tenna pattern. This might lead us to the erroneous belief that the degrees
of freedom for the sampled antenna pattern is even higher than when the
antenna rotates continuously. We can see from (3.35) that the signal in the
extra sub-bands have the same linear combinations of the incoming waves
as the original sub-bands. The same ejφ1l , ...., ejφp l factors are used to weight
the incoming waves. Therefore there will be no new information in these
extra sub-bands.
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FIGURE 3.5: Plots of Gp(Ω), the repeated spectral copies of the antenna
pattern due to sampling, and P(Ω) which represents the hold operation.
The continuously rotating antenna pattern consists of 3 frequency compo-
nents. The antenna pattern is sampled at frequency 3ω, i.e. at the lowest
sampling frequency that avoids aliasing.

These extra sub-bands can still be of use. Let us assume that there
are no adjacent channel signals present, just AWGN. We have seen that
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FIGURE 3.6: The sampled antenna pattern function, which results from
sampling at frequency 3ω. The corresponding continuously rotating pattern
consists of 3 frequency components.

the sampled rotating antenna spreads the signal bandwidth even more
than the continuously rotating antenna. A wider signal bandwidth im-
plies a higher noise bandwidth. However, the sampled rotating antenna
does not loose in terms of performance compared to the continuous ro-
tating antenna. This holds under the assumption that the antenna pat-
tern is sampled sufficiently. Consider a signal r̃l(t) in the l-th frequency
sub-band and a spectral copy r̃l+2L+1(t) due to the discrete rotation in the
(l + 2L + 1)-th sub-band. From (3.35) we see that r̃l+2L+1(t) will be a scaled
and phase-shifted version of r̃l(t). Let us assume that the SNR in the l-th
and (l + 2L + 1)-th sub-band is given by

SNRl =
El

N0
(3.36)

SNRl+2L+1 =
El · |a|2

N0
, (3.37)

where the complex constant a indicates the scaling and phase-shift of the
signal in the (l + 2L + 1)-th sub-band. The energy of the signal of interest
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FIGURE 3.7: Plots of Gp(Ω), the repeated spectral copies of the antenna
pattern due to sampling, and P(Ω) which represents the hold operation.
The continuously rotating antenna pattern consists of 3 frequency compo-
nents. The antenna pattern is sampled at frequency 9ω, i.e. 3 times higher
than the lowest sampling frequency that avoids aliasing.

in l-th sub-band is given by El . By coherently combining the signal in the
l-th and (l + 2L + 1)-th sub-band we obtain a signal with SNR equal to
El ·(1+|a|2)

N0
. If we coherently combine all the extra sub-bands due to discrete

rotation we will achieve the same SNR as the continuous rotating antenna.
We proceed by finding a matrix expression similar to (2.5) for the re-

ceived signal

r̃(t) =

 r̃−K(2L+1)−L(t)
...

r̃+K(2L+1)+L(t)

 = PAVs(t) + n. (3.38)

Vector r̃(t) is the received signal of the sampled rotating antenna. The
dimension of r̃(t) is much higher than the dimension of r(t) from (2.5),
because the sampled rotating antenna spreads the signal even more. The
number of Fourier components of the continuously rotating antenna is de-
noted by 2L + 1, whereas K is an integer that describes the extra bandwidth
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FIGURE 3.8: The sampled antenna pattern function. The original antenna
pattern consists of 3 frequency components. The antenna pattern is sampled
at frequency 9ω.

expansion. From the matrix expression we see that the sampled antenna ro-
tation is described by a multiplication with matrix P. Matrix P has elements
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that are values from the sinc function. The structure of matrix P becomes

...
...

...
...

...
P(−ωL−Ωs)

...
. . .

... P(−Ωs)
. . .

0 P(ωL−Ωs)
P(−ωL) 0

. . .
...

P(ω · 0)
. . .

P(ωL)
P(−ωL + Ωs) 0

...
. . .

... P(Ωs)
. . .

P(ωL + Ωs)
...

...
...

...
...



.

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2L+1

(3.39)

If we assume that the number of rows of P grows large, i.e. K → ∞, and
we assume that the antenna pattern is sampled sufficiently, then we get

PHP = I. (3.40)

Note that sampling sufficiently means that the number of samples per rota-
tion is not smaller than the number of frequency components of the antenna
pattern. We now assume that the received signal can be written as

r̃(t) = PAVHx(t) + n, (3.41)

where H describes the propagation path from the transmitter antennas to a
certain angular direction at the receiver, x(t) is the transmitted signal vec-
tor and n(t) is a AWGN vector. By assuming that the received signal is
processed by a matched filter and then sampled on the output of the filter
as in Section 3.1, the discrete time signal r̃k may be written as

r̃k = PAVHbk + n̂. (3.42)
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We proceed by finding an expression for mutual information for perfect
channel knowledge at the receiver side and a spatially white transmitted
signal

I(bk; r̃k) = log2

∣∣∣∣(I +
1

N0
PAVHHHVHAHPH

∣∣∣∣ ) (3.43)

= log2

∣∣∣∣(I +
1

N0
AVHHHVHAHPHP

∣∣∣∣ ) (3.44)

= log2

∣∣∣∣(I +
1

N0
AVHHHVHAH

∣∣∣∣ ). (3.45)

Equation (3.45) is identical to the expression for the mutual information
for a continuously rotating antenna. This shows that mutual information
becomes the same for the continuous rotating antenna and the sampled ro-
tating antenna. From (3.43) to (3.44) the determinant principle is used. The
principle says that the order of the matrices inside the determinant can be
changed as long as the dimension of the identity matrix is also changed.
The step from (3.44) to (3.45) assumes that we are including an infinite
number of sub-bands, which means PHP = I. When P contains only a
finite number of sub-bands, then PHP = I does not hold. The effect of
this will be a somewhat larger eigenvalue spread of the matrix product
AVHHHVHAHPHP, and therefore some decrease in the mutual informa-
tion.

3.4.1 Over-sampling

Since the receiver cannot, because of complexity, use too many subbands
for reconstruction, an alternative might be to over-sample. Observe what
happens if we over-sample the antenna pattern. Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 show
the case when the sampling frequency is 9ω. This is three times higher
than the number of frequency components of the continuously rotating an-
tenna pattern. The effect of over-sampling is that the sampled antenna pat-
tern function gets more similar to the continuously rotating antenna pat-
tern function. This means that the power of the received signal is focused
in a narrower frequency band, which is desirable. But there is also an un-
wanted effect by over-sampling which is caused by non-ideal switches. The
more often we perform a switch the more often broadband impulse noise
occurs. Since there is a trade-off between these two effects, there will be an
optimum oversampling factor in practice.
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3.4.2 Under-sampling

Under-sampling relates to sampling the wave-field with fewer samples per
rotation than the number of frequency components of the antenna pat-
tern. This case is more of theoretical interest than practical, since we would
of course take advantage of all the available degrees of freedom and not
”loose” it by under-sampling. To illustrate what happens when we under-
sample the wave-field, consider this example: Assume an antenna pattern
with 2L + 1 Fourier components which is sampled with 2L samples per ro-
tation. This would give spectral aliasing which is reflected in the P matrix

...
...

...
...

...
P(−3ωL)

0
. . . 0 . . . 0

... P(−2ωL)
...

0 . . . 0
. . . 0

P(−ωL) 0
... 0 P(−ωL)

0
. . . 0 0 0

... P(ω · 0)
...

0 . . . 0
. . . 0

P(ωL) 0
... 0 P(ωL)

0
. . . 0 0 0

... P(2ωL)
...

0 . . . 0
. . . 0

P(3ωL) 0 . . . 0 P(3ωL)
...

...
...

...
...


︸ ︷︷ ︸

2L+1

. (3.46)

When the wave-field was sampled sufficiently, there was only one element
different from zero in each row. Under-sampling results in more than one
element different from zero in each row. For the above case there are some
rows with two elements that are different from zero. Note also that the two
elements have the same value. The consequence of this is that the product
PHP becomes a matrix which has two equal rows. This has the effect of
loosing one eigen-mode from the complete channel matrix and therefore
one degree of freedom.
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To see the effect on the sampling rate on capacity, the capacity is cal-
culated as a function of the number of samples per rotation. The antenna
pattern used for the capacity calculation consists of 5 dominant Fourier
components. According to the sampling theorem 5 samples per rotation
should be sufficient if all the sub-band components are included at the re-
ceiver. Fig. 3.9 shows the capacity when 9 or 400 sub-band components
are included at the receiver. The plot shows that undersampling the an-
tenna pattern clearly leads to capacity reduction. By including 400 sub-
band components at the receiver a higher capacity is achieved than if only
9 sub-bands are used, since more of the signal energy is captured. A higher
sampling rate than 5 samples per rotation also increases capacity, since the
signal energy is concentrated in a smaller frequency bandwidth. A larger
portion of the signal energy is therefore captured by the 9 or 400 sub-band
components.
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FIGURE 3.9: Capacity versus number of samples per rotation. The antenna
pattern consists of 5 main Fourier components.
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3.4.3 Adaptive rotation speed

The rotation of the antenna pattern expands the received signal bandwidth.
The additional subbands that are created have a high chance of being occu-
pied by other users. Therefore it would be advantageous to select a rotation
speed that spreads our signal of interest into subbands that have small or
ideally no interfering signals. If our antenna rotates at angular speed ω, the
subbands will be spaced ω apart in frequency. If we choose n-fold rotation
speed nω, then the subbands will be spaced nω apart. The practical imple-
mentation of such an adaptive rotation scheme is simplest if T

Tc
is a prime

number. The parameters T and Tc denote the symbol and sampling interval
respectively. Assume that we have 7 parasitic elements distributed evenly
on a circle around the active receiver antenna. This configuration gives the
possibility of 3 different rotation speeds. Let us number each of the par-
asitic element from 1 to 7. The 3 different rotation speeds are enabled by
activating the parasitics in the following order

Basic speed 1− 2− 3− 4− 5− 6− 7
Double speed 1− 3− 5− 7− 2− 4− 6
Triple speed 1− 4− 7− 3− 6− 2− 5.

(3.47)

Note that each parasitic stays short-circuited for the same duration for each
of these rotation speeds. The only difference between these rotation speeds
is in which order the parasitics are short-circuited. Fig. 3.10 shows the fre-
quency domain description of the sampled antenna pattern function for a
triple rotation speed. It is assumed that the activation of 1 parasitic element
gives an antenna pattern with 3 Fourier components. Triple rotation speed,
3ω, gives a separation of 3ω between each Fourier component of the contin-
uously rotating antenna. A sampling frequency of 7ω, since we are using 7
parasitic elements, yields 7ω separation in frequency between each spectral
copy. As a result of the triple rotation, the received signal is mainly modu-
lated into frequency bins fc − 4ω, fc − 3ω, fc, fc + 3ω, fc + 4ω, where fc is
the carrier frequency.

3.5 Impact of scattering richness on performance

From regular MIMO systems we know that a high amount of scattering is
necessary to achieve high multiplexing gain. It is expected that the rotating
antenna system will have the same dependency on the scattering richness
as a regular MIMO system. In order to investigate this we perform simula-
tions. We calculate mutual information as a function of angular spread. An
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FIGURE 3.10: Sampled antenna pattern obtained by rotation frequency 3ω
and sampling frequency 7ω.

angular spread of 45◦ means that the scatterers are uniformly distributed
within an angle of 45◦ in the azimuth plane.

The channel noise in this section is assumed to be spatially white with
uniform power distribution. The correlation between the noise from two
different angular directions may be written as

E{n(φr)n(ψ∗r )} = Pn(φr)δ(φr − ψr) =
σ2

n
2π

δ(φr − ψr), (3.48)

with Pn(φr) being the angular power distribution of the noise and φr and
ψr are two different receive angles.

Fig 3.11 shows mutual information for an increasing angular spread
when a total of 100 scatterers are assumed. The simulations show that the
mutual information increases with increasing angular spread. When the
angular spread is 360◦ the reactively loaded antenna achieves 21 bits/s/Hz.
For an angular spread of 18 degrees the mutual information drops down to
8 bits/s/Hz, which means it drops by a factor of 2.5. Thus the rotating
antenna depends on rich scattering in order to obtain high spectral efficien-
cies.
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It should be noted that even though the angular spread is small, the
average received power of the rotating antenna will be the same as the
power received by a single omni-directional antenna if certain assumptions
about the scatterers are satisfied. To see this, assume for simplicity that only
two scatterers are present. Let these scatterers be placed in the far-field of
both the transmitter and receiver. If the transmitter consists of two widely
spaced antennas, mutual coupling between the transmitter antennas can be
neglected, and the channel may then be represented by

H =
[

g1 0
0 g2

]
·
[

1 ej 2π
λ d·cos(φt,1)

1 ej 2π
λ d·cos(φt,2)

]
, (3.49)

where g1 and g2 describes the attenuation and phase change of a signal
that bounces off scatterer 1 and 2 respectively, φt,1 and φt,2 are the transmit
angles, d is the antenna inter-element distance, and λ is the wavelength. It
is assumed that each propagation path bounces off only a single scatterer.
For the rotating antenna, the average received power of the noiseless signal
in the l’th subband may be calculated in a similar way to (3.14)

E{|rl(k · T)|2} = PT · |al |2 ·E { |g1|2 + |g2|2 +<{g1g∗2ejl(φr,1−φr,2)}

+<{g1g∗2ej·l(φr,1−φr,2)ej· 2π
λ d(cos(φt,1)−cos(φt,2))} } , (3.50)

where φr,1 and φr,2 are the receive angles and PT is the average transmit
power. The transmitter is assumed to transmit a spatially white signal, i.e.
the covariance matrix of the transmitted signal is PT · I. We further assume
that the propagation coefficients are defined as

g1 =
C
d1

e−j 2π
λ d1 ejθ1

g2 =
C
d2

e−j 2π
λ d2 ejθ2 , (3.51)

where C describes the attenuation that each scatterer introduces (same at-
tenuation for each scatterer), d1 and d2 are the total distances that propaga-
tion path 1 and 2 travel, θ1 and θ2 are the phase changes that the scatterers
introduce. Note that equation (3.51) describes the propagation according
to the free space path loss model, i.e. the electric field decays as 1/d1 if d1
is the distance. Let us now assume that the phases, θ1 and θ2, which the
scatterers introduce are independent of each other and also independent of
the position of the scatterers. If the phase change is uniformly distributed
between 0 and 2π, the average received power becomes

E{|rl(k · T)|2} = PT · |al |2 ·E{|g1|2 + |g2|2}. (3.52)
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By summing the power from all the 2L + 1 subbands the total received
power becomes PT · E{|g1|2 + |g2|2}. It may be shown that the received
power for a single omni-directional antenna becomes the same under the
assumptions of independent phases. Note that the received power is in-
dependent of the angular spread of the received signals, which means that
even though the scatterers are confined to a small angular interval the re-
ceived power becomes the same. When the antenna rotates, it listens to
angular directions with both high and low energy. If the antenna rotates
uniformly, which means it spends the same amount of time on each angular
direction the received power will be same as for a single omni-directional
antenna. However, if the rotating antenna dwells a longer time on the
angular directions that has high signal power, the received power will be
higher for the rotating antenna than a single omni-directional antenna. If
the propagation coefficients g1 and g2 are correlated, then the average re-
ceived power does not necessarily become equal for the rotating antenna
and the omni-directional antenna.

Even though the assumption of independent phase change of the scat-
terers leads to the same average received power no matter how small the
angular spread of the scatterers is, the singular value spread of the ma-
trix product AVH is dependent on the angular spread. A low angular
spread leads to a large singular value spread of the matrix product, which
means that the capacity approaches the capacity achieved by a single omni-
directional antenna.

3.6 Optimizing the time duration on each antenna
pattern

Until now it is assumed that when the antenna rotates with discrete steps,
it directs its beam towards each angular direction for the same amount of
time. If the receiver has instantaneous channel knowledge it may optimize
the time duration on each angular direction. For simplicity assume that the
rotating antenna covers the angular space with two angular samples per ro-
tation. The goal is to optimize the time duration on each angular direction.
The analysis presented here can easily be extended to a higher number of
discrete angular directions. Since the same principle holds in both cases,
the simplest case is chosen in order to avoid complicated notation.
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FIGURE 3.11: Mutual information as a function of scattering angular
spread. The scatterers are uniformly distributed within the angle.

Let the received signal r(t) be defined by

r(t) =
∞

∑
n=−∞

rect
(

t− nT
τ

)
·

P

∑
p=1

a(φp)sp(t)

+
∞

∑
n=−∞

rect
(

t− nT − τ

T − τ

)
·

P

∑
p=1

a(φp + θ)sp(t)

for 0 ≥ τ ≥ T, (3.53)

where sp(t), φp, a(φ) and P are defined as in Section 2.1, θ describes how
much the antenna pattern is rotated in radians, and rect() denotes the rect-
angular function as defined in (3.30). Note that τ and T − τ in (3.53) repre-
sent the duration of the rectangular pulses, in other words it describes how
long the antenna beam points towards the two angular directions. The
expression for r(t) may now be rewritten by taking into account that the
rectangular pulse trains ∑∞

n=−∞ rect
( t−nT

τ

)
and ∑∞

n=−∞ rect
( t−nT−τ

T−τ

)
can be
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represented by their Fourier series expansion

r(t) =
∞

∑
l=−∞

τ

T
sinc

(
l · τ

T

)
ej 2π·l·t

T ·
P

∑
p=1

a(φp)sp(t)

+
∞

∑
l=−∞

T − τ

T
sinc

(
l · (T − τ)

T

)
ej 2π·l·(t−τ)

T ·
P

∑
p=1

a(φp + θ)sp(t)

for 0 ≥ τ ≥ T. (3.54)

By applying r(t) to a matched filter and by sampling the sub-band signals
at rate 1

T the discrete time equivalent becomes


r̂−L,k

...
r̂0,k

...
r̂+L,k


︸ ︷︷ ︸

r̂k

=



τ
T · sinc(−Lτ

T ) T−τ
T · sinc(−L(T−τ)

T ) · e−j 2πL·τ
T

...
...

τ
T

T−τ
T

...
...

τ
T · sinc( Lτ

T ) T−τ
T · sinc( L(T−τ)

T ) · ej 2πL·τ
T


︸ ︷︷ ︸

P̂

·
[

a(φ1) . . . a(φP)
a(φ1 + θ) . . . a(φP + θ)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Â

·H · bk + n, (3.55)

with r̂l,k being the filtered and sampled signal from the l’th sub-band at
discrete time index k, H and bk are defined the same way as in Section
3.1. The noise which is given by vector n is assumed to satisfy equation
(3.48), which means that the noise has a uniform power distribution in the
angular domain and that the noise from different angles are uncorrelated.
The implication of this property of the noise is that the statistics and noise
power in each subchannel become independent of how long the antenna
listens towards each angular direction. Therefore, when we optimize the
parameter τ, we only need to consider how the optimization affects the
transmitted signal of interest.

Note that because of the rectangular pulses in (3.53) the signal frequency
bandwidth goes to infinity. In the further analysis it assumed that L → ∞,
which means that an infinite number of sub-bands are included at the re-
ceiver. In order to find the optimum value of τ an expression for the mutual
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information is needed. The mutual information I(r̂k; bk) is described by

I(r̂k; bk) = log2

(∣∣∣∣I +
PT

N0 · nt
P̂ÂHHHÂHP̂H

∣∣∣∣)
= log2

(∣∣∣∣I +
PT

N0 · nt
ÂHHHÂHP̂HP̂

∣∣∣∣) . (3.56)

The matrix product P̂HP̂ becomes a diagonal matrix because of the orthog-
onal columns of matrix P̂. Each column of P̂ is the Fourier transform of
a pulse train of rectangular pulses. Rectangular pulses that correspond to
two different columns of P̂ are non-overlapping in the time domain and
therefore orthogonal in the time domain. The Fourier transform is an or-
thogonal transform, which means that orthogonality in the time domain
implies orthogonality in the frequency domain. The columns of P̂ are there-
fore orthogonal.

To simplify notation the following matrix is defined

K =
1
nt

ÂHHHÂH. (3.57)

The mutual information I(r̂k; bk) may now be presented as a function of
parameter τ

I(r̂k; bk) = log
((

1 +
PT

N0
τK11

)
·
(

1 +
PT

N0
(T − τ)K22

)
− PT

N0
|K12|2(T − τ)

)
,

(3.58)

where Ki,j is the element on the i-th row and j’th column of matrix K. The
maximization of the mutual information may be performed by first defin-
ing the Lagrangian. The Lagrangian is defined by

L(τ, λ1, λ2)

= log
((

1 +
PT

N0
τK11

)
·
(

1 +
PT

N0
(T − τ)K22

)
− PT

N0
|K12|2(T − τ)

)
− λ1 · τ + λ2 · (T − τ), (3.59)

with λ1 and λ2 being the Lagrange multipliers. The optimal value of τ
may be obtained by finding the values of τ that satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-
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Tucker conditions (Boyd and Vandenberghe [2004])

∇τ L(τ, λ1, λ2) + λ1 − λ2 = 0
τ ≥ 0
T − τ ≥ 0
λ1 ≥ 0
λ2 ≥ 0
λ1τ = 0
λ2τ = 0. (3.60)

The mutual information I(r̂k; bk) is a concave function of the variable τ
and hence the solution which is found by solving (3.60) gives the global
maximum. The proof of the concavity of I(r̂k; bk) as a function of τ is given
in Appendix B.

In order to analyze the capacity achievements obtained by doing the
optimization on the dwell time on each angular direction, we perform sim-
ulations. The antenna pattern shown in Fig. 3.12, which is obtained by
reactively loading the parasitic elements, is used in the simulations, and it
is assumed that the antenna pattern may point towards 6 different angular
directions (6 parasitic elements). The capacity calculations are performed
for three different channel models. The first channel model assumes that
scatterers are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π in the angular do-
main. The second channel model assumes the scatterers are uniformly dis-
tributed between 0 and π. The third channel model assumes that the scat-
terers are placed within two clusters. Each cluster has an angular spread
equal to π/8, and the mid-angle of each cluster are uniformly distributed
between 0 and 2π. The capacity is compared against the capacity when
the antenna pattern stays the same amount of time on each angular direc-
tion, and also compared against the capacity of a single omni-directional
antenna. The number of transmitter antennas and scatterers are set to 10
and 100 respectively. The capacities plotted in Fig. 3.12 and 3.14 show that
the optimization is mostly useful when the scatterers are not uniformly dis-
tributed between 0 and 2π in the angular domain. For the last two channel
models there is obviously a capacity gain by performing the optimization.
It might seem a bit surprising that the capacity of the mentioned two chan-
nel models are higher than the rich scattering channel model for low SNR.
In that case, it should be mentioned that the SNR refers to the SNR expe-
rienced by a single omni-directional antenna. When the channel model is
clustered and the SNR is low, it is optimal to direct the antenna beam to-
wards these clusters. The effect of this is that the received SNR obtained by
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the beam-forming scheme actually is higher than the SNR achieved by the
single omni-directional antenna.

When the scatterers are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π, there
seems to be a small gain in capacity for the low SNR-region by doing the
optimization. This can be explained by the fact that we are using a finite
number of scatterers. The empirical distribution of the scatterers for each
channel realization will in that case not be exactly equal to the uniform
distribution. If we assume a higher number of scatterers, the empirical
distribution will approach the uniform distribution. For an infinite number
of scatterers, the optimum solution will be a uniform antenna rotation, i.e.
to dwell the same amount of time on each angular direction.
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FIGURE 3.12: Antenna pattern obtained by reactively loading 6 parasitic
antenna elements. The parasitic elements are placed uniformly on a circle,
with radius λ/8, around the active element.
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Chapter 4

Antenna efficiency, broadband
properties and transient effects
of the rotating antenna

The focus of this thesis is not on the detailed practical implementation of
the rotating antenna. There are however multiple issues to consider when
implementing the rotating antenna. Some of these issues will be discussed
in the following sections.

4.1 Antenna matching

Each of the antenna configurations presented until now represents widely
different antenna impedances. For the practical implementation, the an-
tenna impedance is of high importance, since it determines the amount of
power that the antenna may extract from the electromagnetic field. For
maximum power reception the antenna impedance and antenna termina-
tion impedance should be the complex conjugate of each other, i.e.

ZL = Z∗ (4.1)

should hold for maximum power reception. Impedance ZL is the antenna
termination impedance and Z is the antenna impedance. If the load impedance
ZL is very far from Z∗ a matching network may be necessary to prevent
mismatch effects. Mismatch effects are usually standing wave patterns
along the transmission line that connects the antenna and the termination
impedance.

Until now it has been argued that the antenna efficiency is not impor-
tant since the main noise source is channel noise and/or adjacent channel
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d λ/64 λ/32 λ/16 λ/8
Z .54 + j10.3 2.5 + j23.3 10.4 + j46.6 38.4 + j77.9
|Γ| 0.9795 0.9211 0.8016 0.6684
d λ/4 λ/2 ∞
Z 96.1 + j76.1 85.3 + j30.5 79.6 + j44.1
|Γ| 0.5401 0.3364 0.3880

TABLE 4.1: The antenna impedance Z and reflection coefficient Γ for dif-
ferent distances d between the active and the parasitic antenna element.

interference. Thus, a low antenna efficiency implies that the antenna re-
ceives a lower amount of both the desired signal power and noise/interference
power. The signal-to-noise-interference ratio (SINR) is therefore roughly
independent of the antenna efficiency. This is true only to a certain extent.
If the antenna efficiency is very low, other noise sources may be become
relevant as well. The thermal noise of the amplifier may in that situation
contribute to the total noise.

Antenna impedances will now be computed for some of the antenna
configurations presented earlier. The purpose is to give some sort of in-
tuitive feeling on the practical implementability of these antenna config-
urations. The standard receiver termination used in the industry is 50Ω,
where Ω represents the unit of impedance. Therefore, the further the an-
tenna impedance is from 50Ω the more difficult it becomes to match the
antenna. Table 4.1 shows the antenna impedance and the reflection co-
efficient for an antenna consisting of a single active and a short-circuited
parasitic element. The reflection coefficient is calculated for the case when
no matching circuit is present. The reflection coefficient ,Γ, is found by the
following formula (Pozar [1998], Section 2.3)

Γ =
ZL − Z
ZL + Z

, (4.2)

where Z is the antenna impedance seen at the input terminal of the active
antenna.

When the dominant noise source is amplifier noise and not channel
noise, the received signal power becomes of high interest. Equations will
now be given that express the average power received by the active an-
tenna when a parasitic element is placed close to the active element. The
open-circuit voltages voc,1 and voc,2 represent the voltages or the field val-
ues that would be present if the antennas were not terminated. The open-
circuit voltages therefore represent the electric field values at the antenna
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positions before mutual-coupling is taken into consideration. The equa-
tion that expresses the currents on the antennas as a function of the mutual
coupling parameters and the open circuit voltages is given by

voc,1 = (Z11 + ZL) · i1 + Z12 · i2
voc,2 = Z12 · i1 + Z11 · i2, (4.3)

where Z11, Z12, i1 and i2 are defined as in (2.10), and ZL is the termination
impedance of the active antenna element. By using the fact that the average
power received by the active antenna element is given by PR = E{ZL ·
|i1|2}, the average received power may be expressed as

PR = ZL ·
E{|voc,1|2}|Z11|2 − 2 · <{Z∗12Z11} · J0(k · d) + E{|voc,2|2}|Z12|2

|Z11|2 · |Z11 + ZL|2 − 2 · <{Z2
12Z∗11(Z∗11 + Z∗L)}+ |Z12|4

,

(4.4)

where J0(k · d) is the Bessel function of first kind and zero order as in (2.11).
In the derivation of (4.4) it has been assumed that the correlation between
the open-circuit voltages voc,1 and voc,2 is given by E{voc,1v∗oc,2} = J0(k · d).
This assumption is reasonable for a rich scattering environment for which
the angles of arrivals are uniformly distributed (Jakes [1974]).

The power received by an active antenna element with a parasitic el-
ement close by (λ/16 antenna spacing) will now be compared with the
power received by a single antenna. Assume that in both cases the active
antennas are terminated with ZL = 50Ω. By calculating the power in both
cases we come to the conclusion that the power received by the single an-
tenna is 3 dB higher than the power received by the active antenna with
a parasitic close by. This is mainly due to a larger impedance mismatch
for the two antenna case. That there is a larger impedance mismatch for
the two antenna case can be seen from table 4.1. Note that the single an-
tenna case is equivalent to two antennas with infinite separation. Assume
now that both the active antenna for the two antenna case and the single
antenna are perfectly impedance matched. The power received by both an-
tennas will in this case be the same. In practise the matching of the active
element with the parasitic element close by becomes harder than the match-
ing of the single antenna. It is therefore expected that some powerloss will
be introduced by the inclusion of the matching network.

4.2 Broadband properties

Most of the analysis in this thesis is done based on a narrow-band analysis.
The capacity is mostly evaluated at a unit bandwidth around the carrier fre-
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quency. A wideband analysis was however made in Section 2.4.3 where the
antenna patterns were calculated over different frequencies. The capacity
was then found by assuming perfect impedance match at all frequencies.
This assumption is probably not realistic. A quantity that is closely related
to the bandwidth of an antenna array is the quality factor, Q. The inverse
of the quality factor is approximately equal to the fractional bandwidth of
the antenna system. The relationship between the quality factor and the
fractional bandwidth is given by (Pozar [1998], Section 6.1)

1
Q
≈ ∆ f

fc
, (4.5)

where ∆ f is the bandwidth and fc is the center frequency. The quality fac-
tor can be decomposed into two terms, Q = Qt ·Qe, where Qt is the quality
factor of the antenna array and Qe is the quality factor of the antenna ele-
ments when they are in isolation Uzsoky and Solymar [1956]. Due to the
reciprocity theorem, the quality factor in transmit mode and receive mode
will be the same. Hence we may assume that the array is in transmit mode.

According to Morris, Jensen, and Wallace [2005], the quality factor of
the antenna array is given by

Qt =
iHi

iHAti
, (4.6)

where i is the antenna current vector, and At is defined by

At = 1/C ·
∫

Ωt

Et(Ωt)HEt(Ωt)dΩt. (4.7)

Matrix Et(Ωt) consists of the electric field values at transmit solid angle
Ωt. The constant C is used for normalizing matrix At such that it has unit
entries along the diagonal. The electric field matrix is given by

Et(Ωt) =
[

e1
θ(Ωt) .... ent

θ (Ωt)
e1

φ(Ωt) .... ent
φ (Ωt)

]
, (4.8)

where e1
θ(Ωt) and e1

φ(Ωt) are the two orthogonal electric far field compo-
nents due to antenna element 1. Note that the far field consists of only
two orthogonal components. These components are also orthogonal to the
propagation direction.

For an antenna array the currents on the antenna are given by

i = (Z + ZL)−1 · vT, (4.9)
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d λ/64 λ/32 λ/16 λ/8 λ/4
Qt 21.7 13.6 5.6 2.1 1.1
∆ f
fc

4.6 · 10−3 7.3 · 10−3 1.8 · 10−2 4.7 · 10−2 9.3 · 10−2

TABLE 4.2: Quality factor Qt and fractional bandwidth ∆ f
fc

computed for
various inter-element distances d between the active and parasitic antenna
element. An quality factor Qe = 10 of the individual antenna elements is
assumed in the calculations.

where Z is the impedance matrix containing the mutual coupling parame-
ters, ZL is a diagonal matrix with the termination of the antenna elements
on the diagonal, and vT is the voltage excitation vector. If only one active
antenna is present the vector vT consists only of one non-zero element.

By plugging (4.9) into (4.6) the quality factor Qt may be computed for
various antenna configurations. The quality factor and an estimation of the
fractional bandwidth for a few antenna configurations are given in table
4.2. An inter-element distance λ/64 between the active and the parasitic
element leads to Qt = 21, which means that the fractional bandwidth is
less than the bandwidth of an antenna in isolation by a factor of 21.

4.3 Transient effects of the rotating antenna

The antenna patterns that we have considered are steady state antenna pat-
terns. If a sinusoid at a single frequency is applied to antenna array there
will be a certain transient period before the steady state antenna pattern
occurs. To get the picture of how large this transient period is, simula-
tions are performed. The Finite-Difference-Time-Domain (FDTD) method
(Taflove [1995]) is used to calculate the electric field in the time domain.

The simulation scenario is as follows: Two antenna elements, one ac-
tive antenna and one parasitic element, are placed next to each other with
an inter-element distance λ/8. The parasitic element has a switch in the
middle of the element which may be open or closed. The time change of
the electric field at a point in space when the antenna array is in transmis-
sion mode is shown in Fig. 4.1. Is seems that steady state of the electric
field is reached 7-8 periods after a switching operation of the parasitic ele-
ment has occured. When more parasitic elements are involved the transient
period is expected to be even longer.
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FIGURE 4.1: The transient effect of the electric field when a parasitic ele-
ment switches between an open- and short-circuit state. The antennas have
an inter-element distance λ/8.
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Chapter 5

Comparing the rotating
antenna with active antenna
elements

So far the capacity of the rotating antenna has been compared with the per-
formance of a single receive antenna. Since the rotating antenna requires
a larger space than a single receive antenna, the comparison can be con-
sidered to be somewhat unfair. This chapter aims at analyzing the perfor-
mance of a standard array of active dipole antennas in order to give a more
fair comparison.

5.1 Performance of active dipoles antennas when
channel noise and co-channel interference are the
dominant signal impairments

It has been demonstrated in chapter 3 that the rotating antenna performs
best when operating in unlicensed frequency bands. Let us assume that
a standard array of active dipole antennas operates in the same environ-
ment. Since co-channel interference and channel noise are present, it is
likely that the power levels of these two noise sources are much higher than
the amplifier noise level. Assume for the present analysis that the com-
bined co-channel interference and channel noise are described as AWGN,
and assume that the amplifier noise is zero. In this section the equations
are presented in a circuit analysis manner. Let the voltages at the receiver
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terminations be described by

vR = ZL,R · (ZR + ZL,R)−1H · (ZT + ZL,T)−1 · vT + ZL,R · (ZR + ZL,R)−1n,
(5.1)

where vR represents the voltages at the receiver terminations, ZL,R and ZL,T
are the termination impedances at the receiver and transmitter respectively,
ZR and ZT are the mutual coupling matrices of the receiver and transmitter,
vT represents the voltages from the source generators at the transmitter, H
describes the propagation for the currents on the transmit antennas to the
open-circuit voltages at the receive antenna connectors and n represents
the co-channel interference/channel-noise open-circuit voltage. Assume
for the time being that the antennas are lossless which means they have
zero resistance. Let us define the open circuit voltage voc,R at the receive
antenna connectors as

voc,R = H · (ZT + ZL,T)−1 · vT + n. (5.2)

Note that according to the data processing inequality (Cover and Thomas
[1991], Section 2.8) the following property holds for mutual information

I(voc,R; vT) = I(vR; vT) (5.3)

as long as the linear transformation ZL,R · (ZR + ZL,R)−1 is full rank. The
consequence of this is that the mutual coupling does not have an impact on
the channel capacity as long as the channel noise is the only noise source.
This result is realized by many researchers (Gans [2006a]; Bikhazi and Jensen
[2007]; Wallace and Jensen [2004a]). It is therefore sufficient to analyze
the open-circuit voltages in our search for the capacity. For two closely
spaced dipole antennas both the open-circuit signal and noise voltages are
expected to be correlated. Let Pn(φ) denote the power distribution of the
noise in the azimuth angular domain. Assume that noise from different
angles, n(ψ) and n(φ), are uncorrelated. In other words

E{n(ψ)n∗(φ)} = Pn(φ)δ(ψ− φ). (5.4)

The open circuit noise voltages, n1 and n2, at the two antenna connectors
may be described by

n1 =
∫ 2π

0
a1(φ)n(φ)dφ

n2 =
∫ 2π

0
a2(φ)n(φ)dφ, (5.5)
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where a1(φ) and a2(φ) are the element antenna patterns of the two dipole
antennas when mutual coupling is neglected. Mutual coupling is neglected
since we are considering the open-circuit noise voltages. The correlation
between n1 and n2 may now be computed, and is given by

E{n1n∗2} =
∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0
E{n(φ)n∗(ψ)}a1(φ)a∗2(ψ)dφdψ (5.6)

=
∫ 2π

0
Pn(φ)a1(φ)a∗2(φ)dφ. (5.7)

By assuming uniform noise power distribution, i.e. Pn(φ) = 1
2π σ2

n , and by
assuming that one of the dipole antennas is placed at the center of the co-
ordinate system along the z-axis, the correlation may be further expressed
as

E{n1n∗2} =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
σ2

nej 2π
λ d cos(φ)dφ = σ2

n · J0(k · d). (5.8)

where a1(φ) = 1 and a2(φ) = e−j 2π
λ d cos(φ) are the element antenna patterns

when mutual coupling is neglected, d is the antenna inter-element distance,
λ is the wave-length and J0() is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first
kind. Equation (5.8) shows that by decreasing the antenna element distance
the correlation between the open-circuit noise voltages increases. The same
behaviour is also expected of the signal correlation matrix Kvoc which is
defined as

Kvoc = E{voc,RvH
oc,R}. (5.9)

The noise correlation matrix is defined the same way

Kn = E{nnH}. (5.10)

It is now possible to find the expression for the mutual information be-
tween voc,R and vT. The mutual information is given by

I(voc,R; vT) = log(|I + K−1
n H · (ZT + ZL,T)−1KvT (ZT + ZL,T)−1,HHH |)

= log(|I + K−1
n Kvoc |), (5.11)

where KvT is the correlation matrix of the transmit signal. A quite sur-
prising result is that the product K−1

n Kvoc is approximately independent
of the antenna spacing for a rich scattering channel. Decreasing the an-
tenna spacing increases the correlation for both the signal and noise, but
since the correlations increase in the same manner the capacity stays the
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same. This was realized also by (Gans [2006a]), where it is stated that for
a full 3-dimensional rich scattering channel the capacity is independent of
the antenna element spacing. The spatial multiplexing gain for two dipole
receive antennas becomes therefore equal to 2 no matter how small the an-
tenna spacing is.

There is one effect that has been ignored until now. The antennas usu-
ally have some resistance, which means that the currents that run on these
antennas generate thermal noise. The thermal noise on the two antennas
will be independent from each other. The thermal noise will lead to a higher
total noise power, but the most detrimental effect is the decorrelation of the
noise. Consider the following simple case

Kvoc = SNR ·Kn = SNR ·
[

1 .96
.96 1

]
. (5.12)

This noise correlation matrix is obtained if the correlation is calculated ac-
cording to (5.8) and the antenna inter-element distance is set to λ/16. The
signal correlation matrix Kvoc = SNR · Kn may be obtained in a rich scat-
tering channel. The capacity when we have SNR = 20 dB becomes 13.32
bits/s/Hz. If we add thermal noise with variance 0.1, but rescale such that
the total SNR stays the same, we get the following noise correlation matrix

Kn =
[

1 .87
.87 1

]
. (5.13)

The capacity in this case becomes 11.74 bits/s/Hz, which means that the
capacity decreases by 1.57 bits/s/Hz due the decorrelation of the noise.

It is now appropriate to evaluate the capacity of the active antenna el-
ements by simulations and compare with the rotating antenna. Assume a
total of 7 antenna elements. Let 1 antenna element be placed at the center
and let the 6 remaining elements be placed on a circle around the center
antenna element. The radius of the circle is chosen to be equal to λ/8. It
is now of interest to calculate the capacity when all antenna elements are
active elements. The rotating antenna may be implemented with the same
antenna elements but by letting the center element be an active element
and the rest of the antennas parasitic elements. The parasitic elements are
reactively loaded as in Section 2.3. The capacity is plotted in Fig. 5.1 as a
function of SNR. When all antenna elements are active elements the capac-
ity is calculated both by assuming correlated noise and uncorrelated noise.
The correlated noise is obtained by assuming channel noise and the noise
correlation is calculated in a similar manner to equation (5.8). The uncor-
related noise is included just for comparison. The capacity plot basically
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shows that the rotating antenna cannot achieve as high capacity as the ac-
tive antenna elements.
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FIGURE 5.1: Capacity as a fuction of SNR. The active antenna elements
and the rotating antenna occupy the same volume.
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Part II

Parasitic Elements for
Implementing the Transmitter
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Chapter 6

Introduction

In part I of the thesis parasitic elements are used at a mobile receiver ter-
minal for implementing rotating antenna patterns. It should be noted that
the idea of the rotating antenna pattern could also be implemented at the
base-station. But the goal of the rotating antenna is to achieve a compact
antenna solution, and therefore the main commercial interest would be to
implement it in small handheld terminals. Apart from the fact that the an-
tenna solution is compact it should also offer some of the capacity gains
which is achieved by λ/2 spaced MIMO antennas. It is assumed in Part I
of the thesis that the transmitting unit is a base-station with widely spaced
antennas. To some extent one can argue that the down-link capacity is more
important for a mobile unit than the up-link capacity. For that case, when
the mobile unit transmits to the base-station, an omni-directional antenna
pattern from a single antenna might be used. The omni-directional antenna
pattern is achieved by letting the parasitic elements be open-circuited. Note
that an omni-directional pattern when transmitting and rotating antenna
pattern when receiving cannot be achieved simultaneously. Therefore, a
terminal that implements this scheme will be constrained to time division
duplex communication.

The main goal of the second part of the thesis is to analyze a scheme
for increasing the up-link capacity. Kalis et al. [2006]; Kalis, Papadias, and
Kanatas [2007] have found a way of increasing the capacity of the up-
link by the usage of parasitic elements. Kalis and Carras [2005] show that
the entropy of a signal transmitted from an antenna array consists of two
components. One component is due to the uncertainty of which antenna
pattern is used, the other component is due to the uncertainty of which
symbol is transmitted with the corresponding antenna pattern. It was fur-
ther showed that this new way of representing information may be imple-
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mented by the usage of a single active antenna and multiple parasitic an-
tenna elements. Note, however, that the idea of using parasitic elements for
creating multiple antenna patterns is not new. Several references proposed
using parasitic elements for diversity (Vaughan [1999]), beam-forming (Schaer
et al. [2005]; Sun, Hirata, and Karmakar [2004]), basestation tracking and di-
rection of arrival estimation (Preston, Thiel, Smith, O’Keefe, and Lu [1998];
Sun and Karmakar [2004]). But it seems that no one, except Kalis, has con-
sidered using the parasitic elements for achieving a spatial multiplexing
gain.

The work in this part of the thesis builds on the research done by Kalis.
The contribution of the second part of the thesis is as follows:

• The ergodic capacity is analyzed for a two element array consist-
ing of one parasitic element and one active antenna. The Arimoto-
Blahut algorithm is used for finding the capacity achieving distribu-
tion. Previous research has only considered 3 and 5 element antenna
arrays with one active antenna element and two and four parasitic el-
ements respectively, and the capacity achieving distribution has not
been found.

• The spectral efficiency is calculated, by assuming a uniform distri-
bution on the signal points, for a 2 and 3 element antenna array. The
spectral efficiency obtained by a 3 element antenna array is calculated
for a rich scattering channel only. For the 2 element antenna array, the
spectral efficiency is evaluated for both a rich scattering channel and
clustered channel. The performance is compared against traditional
antenna arrays and beamforming schemes.

• The performance is evaluated for schemes that use a high number of
signal points.

• The antenna patterns and symbols are designed by minimizing the
maximum pairwise error probability.

6.1 Power constraint considerations

An important result was found by Morris et al. [2005], which showed that
using the average radiated power as a constraint gives different capacities
than the traditional power constraint. This result explains why relatively
high capacity gains can be made with compact antennas. The traditional
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power constraint is that the following should hold

E
{

tr
(

iiH
)}

≤ PT, (6.1)

where the components of i are the currents on the antennas, and PT is the
power constraint. Equation (6.1) does not represent the average power ra-
diated. The accuracy of this expression, as radiated power, becomes less
with decreasing antenna spacing. The power of an electromagnetic wave is
described by Poyinting vector, defined as (Balanis [1997], Section 2.3)

W = H× E, (6.2)

where W is the complex power vector, H is the vector of the instaneous
magnetic field intensity and E is the vector of the instaneous electric field
intensity. The time averaged Poyinting vector can be written as

W(x, y, z) =
1
2
<(H× E), (6.3)

where x, y and z are the rectangular position coordinates in space, and <()
is an operator that takes the real part of a variable. The radiated power
is obtained by integrating W(x, y, z) over a sphere. Since in this thesis
transmission is only evaluated in the azimuth plane, W(x, y, z) is only in-
tegrated in the two dimensional azimuth plane. This is the same as inte-
grating the antenna pattern in the azimuth plane. An expression for the
radiated power is derived in Appendix A. For a two element antenna array
the transmitted power becomes

C ·
(
|i1|2 + |i2|2 + 2 · J0(k · d) · <(i1i∗2)

)
, (6.4)

where C is a constant which is derived in Appendix A, i1 and i2 are the cur-
rents on the two antennas, J0() is the Bessel function of first kind and zero
order, k = 2π/λ is the wave-number, and d is inter-element distance. The
term 2 · J0(k · d) · <(i1i∗2) represents either constructive or descructive inter-
ference between the fields radiating from the two antennas. Note that the
electric field and magnetic field follows the super-position principle. The
field from each of the antennas add together. How they add is dependent
on the phase of the current on each of the antennas, i.e. it is controlled by
the term <(i1i∗2). The distance between the antenna elements comes into
play by the Bessel-function, J0(k · d). This term determines how strong the
interference between the two fields are. The closer the antennas are, the
larger |J0(k · d)| becomes. Note also that for very small antenna distances
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J0(k · d) ≈ 1. The implication of this is that currents i1 and i2 with 180 de-
grees phase shift relative to each other result in very low radiated power,
since the fields from the antennas cancel out.

It should be noted, that J0(k · d) also represents the correlation of the
open-circuit voltages when the antennas are in receive mode, in some cases.
The open circuit voltages are the voltages that are present at the antenna
connectors when the antennas are not terminated. This correlation expres-
sion does therefore not take into consideration the mutual coupling be-
tween the antennas. Teal, Abhayapala, and Kennedy [2002] have shown
that J0(k · d) expresses the open circuit correlation for a two-dimensional
omni-directional diffuse field.

The effect that the radiated power constraint has on capacity can most
easily be seen by evaluating the singular value spread of the equivalent
channel matrix. For a MIMO system the received signal y can be expressed
as

y = H · i + n, (6.5)

where H is the channel matrix, i is the antenna current vector and n is the
AWGN. The radiated power PT can be expressed as

PT = iHAti, (6.6)

where At is defined as

At =
[

1 J0(k · d)
J0(k · d) 1

]
. (6.7)

Note that matrix At is equivalent to matrix At in (4.7). Proceeding in a
similar way as Morris et al. [2005], equation (6.5) may be rewritten

y = H ·At
−1/2At

1/2i + n = Ĥî + n, (6.8)

where Ĥ = H · At
−1/2 and î = At

1/2 · i. The radiated power PT can be
expressed as

PT = îH î. (6.9)

The singular value spread of the channel matrix H is usually large when
the inter-element distance between the antennas is small. The consequence
of this is low capacity. However, because of the decorrelating effect of ma-
trix At

−1/2, the singular value spread of matrix Ĥ is much smaller.
Note that two orthogonal current vectors i1 and i2 do not necessarily

represent orthogonal antenna patterns. However, two orthogonal vectors
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î1 and î2 do correspond to current vectors that again represent orthogonal
antenna patterns. The current vectors may be found from the relationship
i = A−1/2

t · î. The matrix A−1/2
t , which is a Hermitian positive definite

matrix, may be eigenvalue decomposed

A−1/2
t = UΣUH, (6.10)

where U is the eigenvector matrix and Σ is the singular-value matrix. Set-
ting î1 = u1 and î2 = u2, with u1 and u2 being the columns of U, leads
to currents i1 = σ1 · u1 and i2 = σ2 · u2, where σ1 and σ2 are the singular
values. The sigular values represent the scaling which is needed in order
for the vectors î1 and î2 to have unit norm. As an example, consider an
antenna array with inter-element distance λ/16. Then the singular values
become σ1 = 5 and σ2 = 0.71. The magnitude of the current vector i2
therefore needs to be 7 times larger than i1 in magnitude, in order for the
corresponding antenna patterns to radiate the same amount of power. The
antenna patterns that correspond to i1 and i2 are shown in Fig. 6.1. Note
that since î1 îH

2 = 0, the antenna patterns are orthogonal.
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The capacity of an antenna array consisting of two λ/16 spaced active
antenna elements is presented in Fig. 6.2. Both the traditional and the ra-
diated power constraint are used in the capacity calculations. The capacity
plot clearly shows that the choice of power constraint has a dramatic effect
on the capacity results.
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FIGURE 6.2: Comparison of the capacity achieved by two active antenna
elements with inter-element distance λ/2 and λ/16. The average power
is constrained according to both the traditional power constraint and the
radiated power constraint for an inter-element distance λ/16.

6.2 Constructing antenna patterns by maximizing the
upper bound on capacity

The material presented in the present section is included in order to give
greater insight into issues regarding the channel and antenna patterns. We
are in the following concerned with constructing antenna patterns for two
active transmit antennas. Assume that the channel is described by g(φr, φt),
which expresses how a signal transmitted from angle φt and received from
angle φr is modified in amplitude and phase. Let the channel have the
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following property

E{g(φr, φt) · g∗(ψr, ψt)} = C · δ(φr − ψr) · δ(φt − ψt) (6.11)

with C being a constant. Assume that the antenna patterns of the transmit
antennas are described by at,1(φt) and at,2(φt) and the receive antennas by
ar,1(φr) and ar,2(φr). The channel matrix between the transmit antennas
and the received antennas may now be constructed

H =[ ∫
φt

∫
φr

ar,1(φr)g(φr, φt)at,1(φt)dφrφt
∫

φt

∫
φr

ar,1(φr)g(φr, φt)at,2(φt)dφrφt∫
φt

∫
φr

ar,2(φr)g(φr, φt)at,1(φt)dφrφt
∫

φt

∫
φr

ar,2(φr)g(φr, φt)at,2(φt)dφrφt

]
.

Let the received signal y be written as

y = H · x + n, (6.12)

with x being the signal transmitted with antenna patterns at,1(φt) and at,2(φt),
and n being AWGN. An upper bound the mutual information between the
transmitted and received signal may be found

E{I(y; x)} ≤ log2

(
I +

Pt

2N0
E{HHH}

)
, (6.13)

where Pt is the average transmit power constraint and N0 is the noise vari-
ance. It may be shown that the upper bound on the mutual information is
maximized if at,1(φt) and at,2(φt) are orthogonal. In a similar way, by con-
sidering E{HHH} instead of E{HHH}, it may be shown that ar,1(φr) and
ar,2(φr) maximize an upper bound on the mutual information if they are
orthogonal.

6.3 Aerial entropy

The transmission technology presented in the second part of the thesis is
based on the concept of aerial entropy or angular entropy which it is also
called. Kalis and Carras [2005] showed that a signal radiated from an array
of electromagnetic point sources may be presented as

s(φ) = i0 · AF(φ), (6.14)

where φ is the azimuth angle, and AF(φ) is the array factor defined as

AF(φ) = [1 Z1....ZN−1] · [1 eψ1(φ).....eψN−1(φ)]T, (6.15)
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where Z1, ...., ZN−1 describe the amplitude and phase difference between
the currents on the antenna elements. The phase difference of the electro-
magnetic field due to different positions of the antenna elements are given
by [1 eψ1(φ).....eψN−1(φ)]. Kalis and Carras [2005] showed that the source en-
tropy of the electromagnetic signal s(φ) may be written as

H(s(φ)) = H(i0 · AF(φ)) = H(i0) + H(AF(φ)|i0), (6.16)

where H() is the entropy operator. Equation (6.16) shows that the infor-
mation content of the radiated signal can be decomposed into two terms.
The first term, H(i0), represents the uncertainty of the input signal to the
antenna array, whereas the second term , H(AF(φ)|i0), represents the un-
certainty of the array factor.

Equation (6.16) is just an alternative formulation of the entropy of a
signal radiated from an electromagnetic source. Note that when parasitic
elements are present, the elements Z1, ...., ZN−1 of the array factor become
the mutual coupling parameters of the antenna array.
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Chapter 7

Uplink capacity

In the introductory chapter it was explained that the entropy of a signal
transmitted from an antenna array may be decomposed into the entropy
of the input signal and the entropy of the array-factor. In this chapter it
is shown how the entropy of the array factor can be implemented by the
usage of parasitic elements.

Parts of the material in this chapter are presented in (Bains, Müller, and
Kalis [2007, Bains et al.]; Bains and Müller [b]).

7.1 Background theory

Assume for the present analysis that a transmit array consists of one active
antenna element and one parasitic antenna element. Let y denote a signal
received with an antenna array at the base-station, and let i(x, vT) denote
the transmit current vector. The received signal may be written as

y = H · i(x, vT) + n. (7.1)

The variable x ∈ = (= represents the imaginary numbers) denotes the re-
active impedance value which is used as a termination of the parasitic el-
ement, vT ∈ C is the voltage applied to the active element. The antenna
currents are defined by

i1 =
(Z11 + x) · vT

(Z11 + ZL) · (Z11 + x)− Z2
12

i2 =
−Z12

Z11 + x
· i1, (7.2)

where i1 and i2 are the currents on the active and parasitic antenna respec-
tively, Z11 and Z12 are defined the same way as in (2.10), and ZL is the ter-
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mination impedance of the active antenna element. Equation (7.2) shows
that the currents on the antennas are dependent on both the voltage source
and the reactive impedance. Each choice of the reactive impedance x cor-
responds to a distinct array factor AF(φ) as defined in (6.15). The voltage
value vT has a direct relation to the signal i0 on the input of the antenna
array.

Note from equation (7.2) that |i1| ≥ |i2| always holds , i.e. that the
current on the parasitic element is never larger than the current on the ac-
tive antenna element. This can be seen by considering the ratio

∣∣∣ i2
i1

∣∣∣. The

maximum ratio,
∣∣∣ i2

i1

∣∣∣
max

, is obtained when x = −Im{Z11}, and hence the
maximum ratio between the currents becomes∣∣∣∣ i2i1

∣∣∣∣ =
|Z12|
<{Z11}

≤ 1. (7.3)

Because of this, the capacity by using one active and one parasitic element
can never exceed the capacity of two active antenna elements. In order to
see this even further, Fig. 7.1 shows the possible values of i2 when i1 = 1
and i1 = 10. The curve of the possible values of i2 becomes elliptical in
the 2-D complex plane. The advantage of using parasitic elements is that
only a single RF-frontend is required, and thus represents a much cheaper
antenna solution.
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FIGURE 7.1: Possible values of i2 when i1 and i1 = 10. Note that the
operator = (on the y-axis) takes the imaginary value of a number.
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Note that the channel H in this chapter is normalized in the following
way

E{tr(HHH)} = nr · nt, (7.4)

with nt being the number of transmit antennas, and nr being the number of
receive antennas. If we assume a single transmit antenna with average radi-
ated power E{|i1|2} = 1, the total received power becomes EH{yHy} = nr.
The noise per receive antenna is assumed to have unit variance,i.e. σ2

n = 1,
which means we get SNR = 1 per receive antenna. Therefore when in this
chapter the capacity is plotted as a function of SNR, the SNR actually refers
to both the average SNR per receive antenna and average radiated power.

7.2 Capacity analysis of a λ/16 spaced two element
antenna array

In this section the capacity of a two element antenna array, with an inter-
element distance equal to λ/16, is searched for. The received signal is given
by equation (7.1), and it is assumed that the receiver, i.e. the base station,
has two antennas. In order to find the capacity an expression for the mu-
tual information is needed. The mutual information I(y; x, vT) may be ex-
pressed as

I(y; x, vT|H) =
∫

y

∫
x

∫
vT

Pn (y−H · i(x, vT)) · P(x, vT)

· log2

(
Pn (y−H · i(x, vT))∫

x

∫
vT

Pn (y−H · i(x, vT)) · P(x, vT)dvTdx

)
dvTdxdy, (7.5)

where y is the received signal, x and vT are defined as in the preceding
section, P(x, vT) is the joint probability density function (PDF) of the reac-
tive impedance x and the voltage signal vT. The distribution Pn() is the
Gaussian PDF defined as

Pn(n) =
1

π2σ2
n
· exp

(
1
σ2

n
· nHn

)
, (7.6)

with σ2
n being the variance of the AWGN. An analytical solution to the

integral in (7.5) has not been found. Numerical techniques are therefore
needed in order to solve the integrals. A Gauss-quadrature rule is used in
order to perform the integration. For integrals such as

∫ ∞
−∞ exp(−x2) f (x)dx

the Gauss-Hermite polynomial quadrature rule is particularly suitable (Liu
and Pierce [1994]).
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The capacity analysis of the two element antenna will be conducted in
two steps. First the spectral efficiency obtained by varying the array factor
is explored in Section 7.2.1. The capacity when both the input signal vT and
the reactive impedance x is varied is then explored in Section 7.2.2.

7.2.1 Reactive impedance values used as a source

Since the source entropy is given by both the entropy of the input signal
vT and the reactive impedance x, it would be interesting to see how much
information can be conveyed by changing the array factor, i.e. by changing
the reactive impedance x. For that purpose a numerical algorithm (Ari-
moto [1972]; Blahut [1972]; Matz and Duhamel [2004]) is employed for
finding the distribution Px(x) that maximizes the average mutual informa-
tion EH{I(y; x|H)}. The algorithm is the well known Arimoto-Blahut algo-
rithm, which is used for finding capacity achieving distributions. Because
of the numerical complexity a finite number of discrete reactive impedance
values is used. The impedance values were chosen to lie between −100 Ω
and +100 Ω with a resolution of 2 Ω.

Maximizing the average mutual information EH{I(y; x|H)} with re-
spect to a distribution Px(x) is relevant for the case when the receiver has
channel state information and the transmitter has statistical knowledge
about the channel.

The average mutual information is approximated by the empirical av-
erage

EH{I(y; x|H)} ≈ 1
N

N

∑
k=1

I(y; x|Hk), (7.7)

where N is the number of channel realizations, and Hk is a specific chan-
nel realization. The average mutual information is maximized at different
SNRs. The SNR is selected by choosing the voltage level vT.

The channel model used in the calculations is a geometrical double
bounce channel as shown in Fig. 7.2. The channel represents therefore
a rich scattering channel. Both the transmitter and the receiver are sur-
rounded by a cloud of scatterers. Each new channel realization is made by
picking random positions of the scatterers. The attenuation of each ray as
it bounces off a scatterer is chosen to be constant, i.e. the same attenuation
for all scatterers. In addition, the amplitude of the ray is attenuated as a
function of distance. The electric field in free space decays proportional to
1/d, where d is the distance, and it is this attenuation which is used in the
simulations. The scatterers are assumed to introduce phase-shifts which
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are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π, and the phase shift of each
scatterer is assumed to be independent. The distance between the trans-
mitter and receiver is chosen not to be too large compared to the radius
of each cloud of scatterers, since a too large distance leads to the keyhole
effect (Molisch [2004]).

FIGURE 7.2: Geometrical double bounce channel model.

The spectral efficiency at various SNR is given in Fig. 7.3 for different
inter-element distances between the active and the parasitic antenna. The
smallest inter-element distance yields the highest spectral efficiency. This
can be explained by the fact that the mutual coupling is higher for smaller
antenna spacings. The currents on both antennas can therefore to a larger
degree be controlled by the reactive impedance value.

7.2.2 Reactive impedance values and modulation

Calculating the capacity when both the voltage signal vT and the reactive
impedance value x is varied leads to much higher numerical complexity
than when only the reactive impedance is varied. Because of the restriction
on the numerical complexity in order for the simulations to finish within
reasonable time, only 4 distinct reactive impedances are utilized. These re-
active impedances correspond to 4 distinct antenna patterns, as shown in
Fig 7.4. The antenna patterns were picked on an intuitive ground. Since no
optimality criterion for the antenna patterns is found, a reasonable starting
point might be to select patterns that are ”sufficiently” different. The volt-
age signal vT was chosen to be a 100 QAM symbol, which means that 400
different signals may be transmitted from the antenna array. The noise vari-
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FIGURE 7.3: Spectral efficiency obtained by varying the reactive
impedance value x for various inter-element distances between the active
and the parasitic element.

ance was held fixed at σ2
n = 1 for all SNRs. In addition the signal points vT

were also held at fixed positions. The implication of this is that the capacity
saturates at some SNR since there are no more signal points vT available
for increasing the capacity above a certain SNR threshold. In some sense
this situation corresponds to an average power and peak power constraint
scenario. The peak power Ppeak for the proposed antenna array is expressed
as

Ppeak = max
vT ,x

i(x, vT)HAti(x, vT), (7.8)

where At is defined in (6.7). In the simulations, the voltage symbols were
normalized such that the peak power became equal to 81.

The capacity achieving distribution of the voltage symbols PvT (vT) is
shown in 7.5 for two different SNRs. The distribution of the voltage sym-
bols seems to be similar to the Gaussian distribution for low SNR. For
higher SNR the distribution seems to deviate from the Gaussian distribu-
tion. The capacity is plotted as a function of SNR in Fig. 7.6. For com-
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(a) Obtained with x = −j1000Ω.
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(b) Obtained with x = −j43Ω.
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(c) Obtained with x = −j24Ω.
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(d) Obtained with x = 0Ω.

FIGURE 7.4: Antenna patterns obtained by loading the parasitic element
with 4 different reactive impedances.

parison the capacity is also evaluated both for a single transmit antenna
and a transmit array of two widely spaced (λ/2 spacing) active antennas.
The single transmit antenna and the transmit array utilize continuous sig-
nal points with a Gaussian distribution. The capacity plot shows that the
antenna system consisting of one active and one parasitic element outper-
forms the single transmit antenna with 0.8 bit/s/Hz for an SNR of 15 dB.
The two active antenna elements beat the proposed antenna system by 0.45
bit/s/Hz. By employing even more antenna patterns the capacity of the
proposed antenna system is expected to come even closer to the spectral
efficiency obtained by two active antenna elements.

Note that a change in the reactive impedance value x results in a change
in the antenna impedance. A too large change of the reactive impedance
value x results in an impedance mismatch between the termination impedance
of the active antenna and the antenna impedance. The consequence of this
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FIGURE 7.5: The capacity achieving distribution PvT (vT) for two different
SNRs, a) SNR=4.5 and b) SNR=13.
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FIGURE 7.6: Capacity as function of SNR. The proposed antenna system
utilizes 4 distinct antenna patterns, and transmits a 100 QAM symbol with
each pattern.

is a reduced antenna efficiency. We therefore consider now that the an-
tenna is impedance matched for a specific choice of reactive impedance
value, and then only change the reactive impedance such that the voltage
standing-wave-ratio is smaller than 1.5 (See Pozar [1998], Section 2.3 for
the definition of voltage standing-wave ratio). With only one parasitic el-
ement and one active element, the number of patterns that are sufficiently
different is not that high. With x = −j24Ω, an antenna pattern that con-
sists of two beams, one beam towards zero degrees in the azimuth plane
and one beam towards 180 degrees, is created (See Fig. 7.4c). Slightly
smaller reactive impedances than −j24Ω leads to antenna patterns that are
directive towards 0 degrees in the azimuth plane. Reactive impedances
larger than −j24Ω leads to antenna patterns that are directive towards 180
degrees. Since x = −j24Ω is the turning-point, where the antenna pat-
tern changes its direction, it seems natural to assume that the antenna is
impedance matched for x = −j24Ω. We then let the reactive impedance
change only such that the voltage standing-wave ratio is below 1.5.

We have performed simulations in order to determine the obtainable
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spectral efficiency when it is required that the voltage standing-wave ra-
tio is below 1.5. In the simulations, we have assumed that the reactive
impedance values lie within the interval [−j32Ω,−j8Ω], with a resolution
of j2Ω, which gives 13 different reactive impedances. We assumed that the
voltage signal vT is a 64 QAM symbol. This antenna array has the possibil-
ity of transmitting 13 · 64 = 832 different signals. The capacity achieved by
the proposed antenna array is compared with the capacity achieved with
a single omni-directional antenna. The single omni-directional antenna is
assumed to transmit a 1024 QAM symbol. In order to make the compari-
son fair, we normalize the QAM-symbols such that the maximum radiated
power becomes the same for both the single omni-directional antenna and
the proposed antenna array.

The capacities achieved when Ppeak = 49 and Ppeak = 196 are shown
in Fig. 7.7. The plot shows that the proposed antenna array achieves 1
bit/s/Hz higher capacity than the single omni-directional antenna for an
SNR equal to 78 and peak power equal to 196. The capacity achieving dis-
tribution of the voltage symbols PvT (vT) and reactive impedances Px(x) are
shown in Fig. 7.8 when SNR=5.5 and Ppeak = 49.
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FIGURE 7.7: Capacity achieved by the proposed antenna and a single
transmit antenna for two different peak power constraints. A total number
of 13 different antenna patterns are utilized, and with each antenna pattern
a 64 QAM symbol is transmitted.
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FIGURE 7.8: The capacity achieving distributions, a) P(vT) and b) Px(x),
when SNR = 5.5 and Ppeak = 49.
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7.3 Spectral efficiency of a three element antenna
array with inter-element distance λ/8

The antenna system which is considered in this section is shown in Fig. 7.9.
The antenna array consists of one active antenna element and two parasitic
elements. The distance between the elements is λ/8, which means that
the total array length becomes λ/4. Since the number of antennas in this
section is larger than in the previous section, a higher spectral efficiency
is expected to be achievable with this antenna configuration. The trans-
mitted signal may now be varied by changing the voltage signal supplied
to the active element and the two reactive impedances within the parasitic
elements. In this section 4 distinct antenna patterns are employed. The an-

FIGURE 7.9: One active and two parasitic antenna elements.

tenna patterns are shown in Fig 7.10. These antenna patterns were found
by solving a non-convex optimization problem. The idea is as following:
Assume that the current vector i(x(k)

1 , x(k)
2 , v(k)

T ) represents the current on
the antennas for a specific choice of reactive impedances x(k)

1 and x(k)
2 and

voltage v(k)
T . Let the noise-less received signal be denoted by yk, and let it

be expressed by

yk = H · i(x(k)
1 , x(k)

2 , v(k)
T ), (7.9)

where H is the channel matrix as before. The antenna patterns are found
by minimizing the expected inner product between yk and yl . Vector yk

and yl correspond to two different noise less received signals that are the
result of two different antenna patterns. But minimizing this inner product
may result in choosing one antenna pattern that lies in the null space of
the channel. To avoid that this happens, a constraint need to be put on the
minimum power of each received signal. The optimization problem may
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be posed in the following way

min
xk

1,xk
2,vk

T ,xl
1,xl

2,vl
T

EH(|yk,H · yl |)

subject to

EH{i(k)H ·HHH · i(k)} ≥ Pk

EH{i(l)H ·HHH · i(l)} ≥ Pl (7.10)

EH{i(k)H ·At · i(k)} = PT

EH{i(l)H ·At · i(l)} = PT, (7.11)

where At is defined in (6.7) and (4.7). The expectation EH is included to
make sure that the ”patterns” which are best on average are picked and
not the best patterns for a specific channel. The two first constraints make
sure the powers of the received signals lie above a certain threshold, i.e.
above Pl and Pk, whereas the last two constraints make sure that the ra-
diated power is the same for both antenna patterns. Note that the posed
optimization problem in equation (7.10) only specifies two antenna pat-
terns. Multiple patterns may be found through a multi objective optimiza-
tion problem, through which the ”correlation” between each pair of pat-
terns is considered. The meaning of correlation here is the inner-product
between received signals that correspond to different patterns.
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FIGURE 7.10: Antenna pattern obtained by loading two parasitic elements
with 4 different reactive impedances. A varactor diode is placed in the mid-
dle of each parasitic elemenent, which makes it possible to dynamically
change the reactive impedance value.
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Since the optimization problem is non-convex, the solution which is
found may be a local extremal point. The numerical algorithm which solves
the optimization problem was run multiple times from random starting
points, and the best of these solutions was picked. It should be noted, how-
ever, that there were many antenna patterns that resulted in almost the
same ”correlation” between the received signals.

The spectral efficiency for the three element antenna array was evalu-
ated by employing 4 distinct patterns as shown in Fig 7.10. The voltage sig-
nal ,vT, was chosen to be a 64 QAM symbol, which means that 4 · 64 = 256
different signals may be transmitted from the antenna array.

For the spectral efficiency evaluation, an uniform distribution was cho-
sen for the signal points. The spectral efficiency by using such a distribution
is given in Fig. 7.11 for different SNRs. The channel used in the calculations
is the same rich scattering channel that was used in the previous section. A
comparison is made with both a two element array of widely spaced (λ/2
spacing) active antenna elements and a single transmit antenna. The two
antenna array uses a 16 QAM symbol on each antenna which results in
16 · 16 = 256 different signals, whereas the single transmit antenna trans-
mits a 256 QAM symbol.

As can been from Fig. 7.11, the 3 element antenna array performs nearly
as well as the two antenna array of widely spaced antennas. One of the
advantages of the 3 element antenna array is that it is more compact, with
an array width of λ/4 instead of λ/2. The other advantage is that it uses a
single RF-frontend.

7.4 Spectral efficiency evaluation for rich scattering
and clustered channels

The spectral efficiency has so far only been evaluated for rich scattering
channels. This section aims at investigating the performance of the com-
pact antenna array both for rich scattering and clustered channels. In ad-
dition other transmission schemes such as beamforming will be analyzed
and compared against the transmission schemes presented in Section 7.2
and 7.3.

Beamforming was one of the first applications for antenna arrays con-
sisting of parasitic elements. Beamforming is a technique that directs the
antenna beam towards the angular direction that yields the highest SNR at
the receiver. This technique might be implemented at both the transmitter
and receiver. In this part of the thesis the focus is put on the transmitter,
and therefore beamforming is considered only at the transmitter.
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FIGURE 7.11: Average mutual information as a function of SNR for a rich
scattering channel.

In order for the transmitter to know which direction it should direct its
antenna beam, it needs some feedback information from the receiver. The
scheme might work as follows: Assume that the transmitter has 3 antenna
patterns to choose between. If the transmitter consists of one active antenna
and one parasitic antenna, the current on the antennas may be expressed
by

i(xk) · vT. (7.12)

The reactive impedance xk leads to a specific antenna pattern. The voltage
signal vT which is supplied to the active antenna element is then transmit-
ted with antenna pattern k. Let the transmitter send i(x1), i(x2) and i(x3)
onto the channel as training symbols. The receiver may use these signals to
estimate the channel and detect which antenna pattern leads to the highest
SNR. An index which represents the antenna pattern with the highest SNR
is then fed back to the transmitter.

Beamforming will now be compared to the schemes presented in Sec-
tion 7.3 and 7.2 for a rich scattering channel. From now on let the scheme
presented in the previous sections be called ”coding by patterns” scheme.

For the analysis the same two element array as in Section 7.2 will be
considered. Let the beamforming scheme choose one out of 3 available
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antenna patterns (antenna patterns a,b and d from Fig. 7.4) and let the
”coding by patterns” scheme employ the four distinct patterns in Fig. 7.4.
To make the comparison between the two schemes fair the same number of
signal points should be considered for both cases.

The spectral efficiency will be evaluated for 4 different schemes. A sum-
mary of each of the schemes are listed below.

• Beamforming. This scheme picks the pattern that result in the high-
est receiver SNR. A 256 QAM symbol is transmitted with the chosen
antenna pattern. This scheme requires feedback from the receiver.

• Coding by patterns. Information is coded both by the choice of an-
tenna pattern and the choice of symbol to be transmitted with the
antenna pattern. Four different antenna patterns are employed, and
for each choice of antenna pattern a 64 QAM symbol is transmitted.

• Coding by patterns version 2. The transmitter selects two out of the
four antenna patterns that yield the highest SNR at the receiver. A
128 QAM symbol is transmitted with the selected antenna pattern.
Requires feedback from the receiver.

• Single transmit antenna which transmits a 256 QAM symbol on each
symbol period.

The spectral efficiency is calculated by generating the signal points ac-
cording to a uniform distribution. Fig. 7.12 shows the mutual information
for the 4 different schemes. As the plot shows, the spectral efficiency is
higher for the beamforming scheme than the ”coding by patterns” scheme
for low SNR, whereas for high SNR the opposite occurs. This transition
occurs at an SNR of 4 dB. The coding by pattern scheme, that uses the two
antenna patterns that yield the highest receiver SNR, seems to achieve the
highest spectral efficiency for all SNR.

An analogue can be made to a regular MIMO system. When the trans-
mitter in a MIMO system has channel state information the optimal power
distribution is found according to the waterfilling principle. In the low SNR
region almost all the transmit power is put into the strongest channel eigen-
mode. Note that beamforming has a strong connection to MIMO commu-
nication in the low SNR region, since beamforming selects the ”strongest
eigenmode” in some sense. In the high SNR region, for a regular MIMO
system, the transmitted power is divided more equally between the chan-
nel eigenmodes . The ”coding by patterns” scheme corresponds to the high
SNR region of a regular MIMO system, since all antenna patterns (and all
eigenmodes) are used with equal probability.
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FIGURE 7.12: Average mutual information as a function of SNR for a rich
scattering channel.

Next the spectral efficiency will be evaluated for clustered channels.
The clustered channel model is depicted in Fig. 7.13. The transmitter is
assumed to be at the center of a circle with a radius of 10 meters. A to-
tal number of 4 clusters are placed at random positions on the circle. A
separation of 30 meters is chosen between the transmitter and the receiver.
The clustered channel implies a channel with higher singular value spread
than the rich scattering channel in Fig. 7.2. Therefore a smaller increase in
mutual information is expected by using the ”coding by patterns” scheme
than was obtained for the rich scattering channel.

The spectral efficiency for the clustered channel is depicted in Fig. 7.14.
As expected, the increase in mutual information by using the ”coding by
patterns” scheme is lower than for the rich scattering channel. Also ,beam-
forming surpasses the spectral efficiency obtained by the ”coding by pat-
terns” scheme at all SNRs. The coding by patterns scheme that uses the two
best antenna patterns achieves a slightly higher spectral efficiency than the
beamforming scheme in the high SNR-region.
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FIGURE 7.13: Clustered channel.
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FIGURE 7.14: Average mutual information as a function of SNR for a clus-
tered channel.
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7.5 Symbol/antenna pattern design based on symbol
error rate performance

This section aims at designing antenna patterns or symbols by minimiz-
ing the symbol error rate. Note that this criteria is relevant for uncoded
transmission only. Symbols that are designed according to the minimum
symbol error criteria do not necessarily represent symbols that yield the
highest mutual information. For the present analysis there will be no dis-
tinction between antenna patterns and symbols, and these two words will
be used interchangeably. A specific symbol or antenna pattern in this con-
text simply means a distinct current vector i.

Before presenting the criteria which is used to design the symbols, con-
sider that the channel may be written as

H = A1/2
r Ĥ ·A1/2

t , (7.13)

where Ĥ consists of i.i.d complex Gaussian entries, A1/2
r and A1/2

t intro-
duce receive and transmit correlation, respectively, into the channel matri-
ces. This channel description is the well known Kronecker channel model.
Some claim that this channel model is effective in matching measured re-
sults for systems with up to four antenna elements (Yu, Bengtsson, Ot-
tersen, McNamara, Karlsson, and Beach [2002]; Kermoal, Schumacher, Ped-
ersen, Mogensen, and Fredriksen [2002]), whereas newer results have demon-
strated key deficiencies in the model (Özcelik, Herdin, Weichselberger, Wal-
lace, and Bonek. [2003]). Never the less, this model is well suited for find-
ing analytical results. The channel model, as given by (7.13), describes the
propagation paths for the antenna currents at the transmitter to the open-
circuit voltages at the receiver array and hence does not include mutual
coupling. Mutual coupling at the transmitter array is including in the cal-
culation of the currents, as can be seen from (7.2). For the receiver array,
mutual coupling is neglected since it consists of widely spaced antennas.

A common approach for designing symbols is to minimize the max-
imum pairwise error probability. Lee and Messerschmitt [1994] gave an
approximation to the average bit error rate Pe

Pe ≈ C · 1√
2πσ2

n

∫ ∞

dmin/σn

e−n2/2dn, (7.14)

where dmin is the minimum distance between any pair of signals at the re-
ceiver, C is a constant and σ2

n is the noise variance. This expression shows
that the average probability of error is dominated by the largest pairwise
error probability. The Chernoff bound on the average pairwise error for
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space-time coding was found by Hochwald and Marzetta [2000]; Tarokh,
Seshadri, and Calderbank [1998]. The probability that the receiver makes a
decision in favour of space-time codeword c when in fact d was transmit-
ted, for a complex Gaussian channel with i.i.d components, may be written
as

P(c → d) ≤
(
∏ r

i=1λi
)−Nt ·

(
Es

4N0

)−rnt

, (7.15)

where Es is a scaling factor such that the average transmitted power is 1, N0
is the noise variance, nt is the number of transmit antennas, r and λi are the
rank and the i-th eigenvalue of the product matrix EEH respectively, where
E is the codeword difference matrix. If coding is not performed across time,
as in the present section, matrix E becomes a vector e instead. If we con-
sider the pairwise error for codewords c and d, the codeword difference
vector becomes e = c− d and the only eigenvalue becomes λ = eHe. The
pairwise error is therefore seen to depend on the Euclidean distance be-
tween the codewords c and d.

In the derivations of equation (7.15) it was assumed that the channel
components were i.i.d complex Gaussian. This assumption does not hold
for closely spaced antennas. Assume that the receive antennas are widely
spaced such that A1/2

r = I. The channel is then described by

H = ĤA1/2
t . (7.16)

If we instead of considering a current vector i consider î = A1/2
t i, we note

that î sees an i.i.d complex Gaussian channel, i.e. it sees channel Ĥ. The
pairwise error between two vectors îk and îl may be found from equation
(7.15). Minimizing the pairwise error of vectors îk and îl is then equivalent
to maximizing (ik − il)HAt(ik − il).

Now we are able to state the design criteria for the current vectors. The
current vectors should be found by minimizing the maximum pairwise er-
ror probability according to

min
x(k),v(k)

T ,x(l),v(l)
T

max
l,k,l 6=k

P(ik → il |ik), (7.17)

where x(k) and v(k)
T are the reactive impedance and voltage needed in order

to achieve the current vector ik. Note that the antenna array consists of one
active and one parasitic element. By inserting the Chernoff bound on the
pairwise error probability the optimization problem may be rephrased as

min
x(k),v(k)

T ,x(l),v(l)
T

max
l,k,l 6=k

(ik − il)H ·At · (ik − il). (7.18)
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Note that a power constraint on the symbols should also be included.
Typically an average power constraint or peak power constraint is used.
The objective function in (7.18) is non-convex with respect to the optimiza-
tion variables, and therefore the solution found by a numerical algorithm
may not be the gobal extremal point.

The optimization problem was solved by using the fminimax function
in matlab. An average power criteria was used as a constraint on the opti-
mization problem. The algorithm was run 500 times with random starting
points, and the best solution among the local minimums was chosen. The
symbol design procedure was executed twice with the aim of creating 8
and 16 distinct symbols respectively. Fig.7.15 shows 8 symbols that are the
output of the design procedure.

Since the symbols were designed based on an error criteria it is of high
interest to evaluate the symbol error rate (SER). For comparison the SER is
compared against the SER obtained by a single transmit antenna. To make
the comparison fair between the two schemes an optimal symbol alphabet
needs to be employed also for the single transmitt antenna. Optimal sym-
bol alphabets for a single antenna may be found in (Foschini, Gitlin, and
Weinstein [1974]), where the optimal symbols are shown to be hexagonal
in shape. The SER is shown in Fig. 7.16 for the two schemes, and it is
apparent that the proposed antenna achieves a lower SER than the single
transmit antenna.
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FIGURE 7.15: Eight different antenna patterns which are obtained by the
solving the min-max optimization problem in (7.18).
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This dissertation has investigated the possibility of achieving higher spec-
tral efficiencies by the usage of parasitic elements. The thesis is divided into
two main parts. The first part considers how to implement a rotating an-
tenna by using several parasitic elements in addition to one active antenna
element. The main commercial interest for the rotating antenna is to use
it as a receiver and not as a transmitter, due to the frequency bandwidth
expansion. It is demonstrated by simulations that the rotating antenna is
capable of achieving higher spectral efficiency than a single receive antenna
in a rich scattering channel and when the power level of the co-channel and
adjacent-channel interference is comparable. However, it is shown that the
rotating antenna does not achieve a higher capacity than multiple active
antennas that occupy the same volume as the rotating antenna. The sec-
ond part of the thesis considers using parasitic elements for implementing
a transmitter. It is shown that the proposed scheme is able to achieve spec-
tral efficiencies comparable to the ones achieved by widely spaced active
antenna elements. This result relies heavily on the fact that the average
radiated power is used as a power constraint. The radiated power is the
power radiated in the far-field, and it is not the same as the power de-
livered by the voltage source. If the average radiated power constraint is
replaced by the average power delivered by the transmitting source, the
closely spaced antenna cannot be expected to achieve the same spectral ef-
ficiency as the widely spaced antennas.

8.1 Main contributions of the thesis

A summary of the contributions of each chapter is listed as follows.

• In Chapter 2, the concept of a rotating receiver antenna is explained.
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It is shown how the antenna rotation results in an expanded frequency
bandwidth of the received signal. The expanded frequency band con-
sists of frequency subbands, with each subband having the same ef-
fect as a separate antenna in MIMO communications. Practical ways
of achieving the rotating antenna, by the usage of parasitic elements,
are proposed. Capacity simulations are presented in order to demon-
strate the performance gain relative to a single receive antenna.

• In Chapter 3, many important aspects regarding the rotating antenna
are discussed. Since the rotating antenna expands the frequency band-
width the signal power is spread across a larger frequency band. Sum-
ming the signal powers from each subband gives the same received
power as would have been received by a single non-rotating antenna.
But also the noise and interference are impacted by the rotating an-
tenna. It is shown that the performance of the rotating antenna is
dependent on the interference situation. If the adjacent interference
power and co-channel power are approximately at the same level,
then there are performance gains to be achieved by the rotating an-
tenna. However, if the adjacent channel interference power level is
much higher than the co-channel interference power level, there is not
much to gain from the rotating antenna. This chapter further deals
with the sampling issues of the rotating antenna. Since a practical
realization of the rotating antenna would not allow for a continuous
rotation, rotation by discrete angular steps would be implemented is-
tead. Equations are presented that take into consideration that the
antenna pattern rotates by discrete angular steps. These equations
reveal how high sampling rate is necessary in order to achieve the
same capacity as the continuous rotating antenna. The last section
of the chapter considers rotation by discrete angular steps, but at the
same time optimizes the time to dwell on each angular direction. The
capacity improvements achieved by this optimization is shown to be
rather small for a rich scattering channel.

• In Chapter 4, practical issues such as antenna efficiency, broadband
properties and transient effects of the rotating antenna are discussed.
The antenna impedance and the reflection coefficient are calculated
for a few implementations of the rotating antenna in order to give an
intuitive feeling on the practical implementability of these antenna
configurations. The fractional bandwidth is evaluated by computing
the quality factor for the same antenna configurations, and thus gives
an indication of the achievable frequency bandwidths. One of the
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limitations of the rotating antenna is the maximum speed that the
parasitic elements can switch from an open-circuit state to a short-
circuit state. The obtainable switching-speed is limited by both the
switches themselves and also by the duration of the transient period
of the electromagnetic field. A plot that shows the transient period of
the electromagnetic field is therefore presented in the last section of
the chapter.

• In Chapter 5, the performance of the active antenna elements are
studied in more detail and compared against the performance of the
rotating antenna. Previous chapters have compared the rotating an-
tenna with a single receive antenna. Since the single receive antenna
occupies a smaller volume than the rotating antenna this comparison
might be considered a bit unfair. The capacity is calculated for both
the active antenna elements and the rotating antenna when the an-
tenna arrays occupy the same volume. It is shown that the capacity
of the rotating antenna does not exceed the capacity achieved by the
active antenna elements.

• In Chapter 7, compact and cost-effective antenna structures for trans-
mission are considered. The results presented in this chapter are
based on the research done by Kalis et al. [2006]. Kalis considered
an antenna array consisting of one active antenna element and multi-
ple closely spaced parasitic elements. He showed that the same spec-
tral efficiency could be obtained with the proposed antenna struc-
ture as widely spaced antennas when finite dimensional modulation
schemes such as Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK) and Quadrature
Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) are used. The novelty in this chapter lies
in the fact that the Arimoto-Blahut algorithm is used to find the ca-
pacity achieving distribution. In addition a higher number of signal
points is used for the calculation of mutual information. Previous
results have only evaluated the spectral efficiency for rich scattering
channels, whereas Chapter 7 also considers clustered scattering. Fi-
nally a scheme for designing a finite number of symbols/antenna-
patterns is proposed for minimizing the error-probability.

8.2 Suggestions for further research

There are some topics that were not investigated due to time-limitations.
Especially issues connected to the practical implementation of the antenna
arrays are not yet fully explored. In that context, a list of suggestions for
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further research are presented. Possible research topics for the rotating an-
tenna are as follows.

• The transient behaviour of the switches is a topic that should be in-
vestigated more closely. In that respect, the possible switching speeds
and how the received signal behaves during the transient behaviour
of the switches should be investigated. Another room for improve-
ment is to design optimal pulses for the signals that activate the switches.

• The broadband behaviour of the rotating antenna should be adressed
by designing appropriate impedance matching networks. Closely
spaced antennas usually imply antenna impedances which are far
from 50Ω. Therefore, matching the antenna to the 50Ω termination
impedance becomes a difficult task. Broadband properties of closely
spaced active antenna elements have been investigated in (Lau, An-
dersen, Kristensson, and Molisch [2006]). The same considerations
should be made for the rotating antenna. The most directive an-
tenna patterns usually correspond to the antenna patterns with poor-
est broadband properties (super-directivity). This suggests that there
should be a trade-off between the highest spectral efficiency per unit
bandwidth around the carrier-frequency fc and the total obtainable
frequency bandwidth ∆ f .

• Since closely spaced antennas usually imply low antenna efficiency,
the amplifiers will in that case need to amplify the received signal
even more, which again results in more amplifier noise. Then it be-
comes necessary to determine whether or not the amplifier noise be-
comes comparable to the co-channel and adjacent-channel interfer-
ence.

• It has been shown that the rotating antenna leads to increased ad-
jacent channel interference. Various equalization techniques should
therefore be tested and analyzed in order to determine which one is
more suited for the rotating antenna.

Possible further research directions for the proposed transmit antenna
array are listed below.

• The capacity achieving distribution has been found for a finite num-
ber of signal points. Because of the numerical complexity there is a
limit on how many signal points may be considered. Therefore, more
effort could be invested in trying to find an analytical solution to the
problem.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

• A criteria should be developed for finding optimal antenna patterns
for various channels.

• Practical coding schemes should be deveoped for the transmit an-
tenna.

• The radiated power was used as a power constraint in the mutual in-
formation calculations. One possibility for further research might be
to give a more complete description by including the amplifiers and
the impedance matching, and then calculate the power consumed by
the transmitting source. The spectral regulators care about the ra-
diated power. However, the owners of the mobile unit usually care
about the battery lifetime.

• One concern with closely antennas is that the capacity performance
becomes possibly more sensitive towards channel estimation errors
(Gans [2006b]). This issue should be further investigated.

• Section 4.3 showed that when the switches of the parasitic elements
change state from short-circuit to open-circuit, there is a transient pe-
riod before the field converges to the steady-state field. In order to
prevent out-of band radiation, pulse-shaping should be considered
for both the signal which activates the switches and also for the signal
which is transmitted with the chosen antenna pattern. Pulse-shaping
will most likely result in a lower data rate than predicted by Chapter
7.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the radiated
power

In this appendix the radiated power from a two element antenna array is
derived. The power density is given by the time average Poynting vector
W(r, θ, φ) (Pozar [1998], Section 1.6)

W(r, θ, φ) =
1
2
<{E(r, θ, φ)×H∗(r, θ, φ)} (Watts/m2), (A.1)

where r, θ and φ are the spherical coordinates, E(r, θ, φ) is the electrical field
intensity and H∗(r, θ, φ) is the magnetic field intensity. Assume that the two
element antenna array is positioned in the center of the coordinate system.
Let one of the antennas be directed along the z-axis. In this thesis wave
propagation is evaluated in a two dimensional plane rather than the three
dimensional space. This is done to simplify the calculations, and it can also
be justified by the fact that most of the energy is localized over the azimuth
directions (Correia [2001]). The power density is therefore evaluated in the
azimuth plane only. The electric and magnetic far field components are
given by

Eθ(r, θ = π/2, φ) =
jηe−jkr

2πr
(i1 + i2ejkd cos φ) (A.2)

Hφ(r, θ = π/2, φ) =
je−jkr

2πr
(i1 + i2ejkd cos φ), (A.3)

where Eθ is the component of the electric field pointing in the same direc-
tion as the unit vector θ̂, Hφ is the component of the magnetic field point-
ing in the same direction as the unit vector φ̂, η is the intrinsic impedance
of the propagation medium (air), k is the wavenumber which is defined as
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A. DERIVATION OF THE RADIATED POWER

k = 2π/λ where λ is the wave-length, d is the inter-element distance, i1
and i2 are the currents on the antennas. Note that the other four field com-
ponents Er, Eφ, Hθ and Hr are zero in the far field region. The power in the
azimuth plane is found by integrating W(r, π = φ/2, φ) with respect to φ
as shown below∫ 2π

0
W(r, θ = π/2, φ)dφ

=
1
2

∫ 2π

0
<{E(r, θ = π/2, φ)×H∗(r, θ = π/2, φ)}dφ

=
η

8π2r2

∫ 2π

0
|i1|2 + |i2|2 + i1i∗2e−jkd cos φ + i2i∗1ejkd cos φdφ

=
η

4πr2 (|i1|2 + |i2|2 + 2 · J0(kd) · <{i1i∗2})

= C · (|i1|2 + |i2|2 + 2 · J0(kd) · <{i1i∗2}), (A.4)

where J0() is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind and C = η
4πr2 .
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Appendix B

Proof of the concavity of
equation (3.56) with respect to τ

First note that since P̂ has orthogonal columns the product P̂HP̂ becomes a
diagonal matrix. When the antenna points its beam towards two angular
directions only, the matrix product P̂HP̂ becomes

P̂HP̂ =
[

τ
T 0
0 T−τ

T

]
. (B.1)

Showing the concavity of (3.56) with respect to τ is the same showing the
concavity of (3.56) with respect to the diagonal elements of P̂HP̂. Equation
(3.56) may be written as

log2

(∣∣∣∣I +
PT

N0
KP̂HP̂

∣∣∣∣) = log2

(∣∣∣∣I +
PT

N0
K1/2P̂HP̂K1/2

∣∣∣∣) (B.2)

where K = AHHHAH is a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix. Since
P̂HP̂ is a diagonal matrix with positive or zero valued elements, it is also a
positive semidefinite matrix. Note that I + PT

N0
K1/2P̂HP̂K1/2 is a linear map-

ping of P̂HP̂, which means it preserves positive definiteness. It is shown in
(Vandenberghe and Boyd [1996]; Horn [1996]) that log | | is a concave func-
tion on the set of positive semidefinite matrices. By using the composition
rule from (Boyd and Vandenberghe [2004],Section 3.2.4) we may conclude
that I + PT

N0
K1/2P̂HP̂K1/2 is a concave function with respect to P̂HP̂, and

therefore a concave function with respect to variable τ. If we assume that
the antenna rotates towards n different directions then we have to show
that B.2 is concave with respect to τ1, τ2, .., τn−1. Variables τ1, τ2, .., τn−1 rep-
resent how long the antenna beam points towards the n different angles.
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B. PROOF OF THE CONCAVITY OF EQUATION (3.56) WITH RESPECT TO τ

Since B.2 is concave with respect to P̂HP̂ for an arbritary dimension of P̂HP̂
it is also concave with respect to τ1, τ2, .., τn−1.
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